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SUNDAY=S TRACKSIDE
REPORT FROM CHURCHILL

by Steve Sherack
   LOUISVILLE, Ky. - With the majority of the field for the 
GI Kentucky Derby beating the rain and turning in their final
works either Friday or Saturday, it was a pretty quiet day of
training at Churchill Downs on a humid Sunday morning.
   While the sloppy and sealed track was being worked on during
the 8:00 a.m. renovation break, trainer Bob Baffert caught up
with a fellow Hall of Famer, retired jockey Chris McCarron.
   AChris rode my first Derby loser,@ Baffert joked to the adoring
crowd assembled near the gap.
   Baffert, of course, was referring to his painful second-place
finish with Cavonnier in the 1996 Run for the Roses.
   With the sun trying to escape through a thick cloud cover as
temperatures hit the mid 60s, unbeaten champion Nyquist
(Uncle Mo) began to make his way through the Churchill
backstretch for the first time since arriving from Lexington
Saturday afternoon.
   Media and horsemen alike began to line up to catch a glimpse
of the Derby favorite, who remained a cool customer, as the
track was still being groomed. The legendary Jack Van Berg,
trainer of 1987 Derby hero Alysheba, checked out Nyquist while
aboard his stable pony, as did Randy Gullatt of Twin Creeks Racing.  
Cont. p3

BROWN HAPPY WITH HIS DERBY HAND
   Trainer Chad Brown=s GI Kentucky Derby duo of My Man Sam

(Trappe Shot) and Shagaf (Bernardini) jogged under the Twin

Spires at Churchill Downs Sunday, two days after working Friday

and Brown insisted he Awouldn=t trade these two for anyone

else in the field.@

   Despite his current confidence, Brown wasn=t always so sure

Sheep Pond Partners, Newport Stables and Jay Bligh=s My Man

Sam would be a top-tier sophomore.

   AI thought he=d be a nice horse, but I never thought he=d be a

Derby-caliber horse,@ Brown admitted Sunday. AHe got a late

start for mental reasons. He was very unfocused in the summer.

Originally he was sent to me as a turf prospect. I breezed him on

the turf at Saratoga and I didn=t like the horse on the turf. So we

just stuck to the dirt and gave him some time. Cont. p4

Doug O=Neill=s assistant trainer Jack Sisterson (right) all smiles

as champion Nyquist makes his first appearance training at 

Churchill Downs Sunday | Sherackatthetrack

MIND GAMES ON THE ROWLEY MILE
   Favoured Minding (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) led home a trifecta

for her sire and stable in Sunday=s G1 QIPCO 1000 Guineas at

Newmarket.

Click or tap here to go straight to TDN Europe.

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/
http://www.spendthriftfarm.com/breedingPrograms.html#breedsecure-section
http://www.darbydan.com/horses/run-away-and-hide.html#overview
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Send your quality mare to foal in the Empire State, 
breed back to a New York sire and reap the rewards 

of the largest purses and breeder awards in the country!

CLICK HERE >>   for our handy 90-Day Calculator to calculate the exact date that your resident mare must be back  
in New York after leaving the state to be covered, or the exact date that your non-resident mare can leave the state 
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More Than 
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Rayan Gazader is welcomed back to the jockeys= room 

after riding his first career winner in the seventh race 

at Gulfstream Park Sunday. | A Coglianese

Monday, May 2, 2016

ADVENTIST STILL ON DERBY WAITING LIST 5
Adventist (Any Given Saturday) currently sits 22nd on the 
Kentucky Derby points list, but connections are ready
for anything.

ZENYATTA MAKING WISHES COME TRUE 1RR
Champion Zenyatta helped make a Wish come true for 
one young fan this past weekend.

TODAY’S GRADED STAKES
EDT Race Click for TV
10:35a Canford Cliffs EBF Athasi S.-G3, CUR ---------------- -----

11:10a Camelot EBF Mooresbridge S.-G3, CUR ---------------- -----
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Sunday=s Churchill Trackside Report (cont. from p1)

   Destin (Giant=s Causeway), campaigned by the latter, enjoyed

a scheduled day off after breezing Friday as well as fellow Todd

Pletcher trainee Outwork (Uncle Mo).

   Southern California trainer Richard Baltas snuck in a quick

video of Nyquist with his cell phone while his nearby 

GI Kentucky Oaks

charge Mokat (Uncle

Mo) awaited the

track=s reopening for

the special 15-minute

training period allotted

for Derby/Oaks horses

at 8:30 a.m.

   Sporting a red

shadow roll, last term=s

GI Breeders= Cup

Juvenile hero jogged

once around the main oval beneath regular partner Jonny Garcia

much to the delight of assistant trainer Jack Sisterson.

Conditioner Doug O=Neill later revealed that owner Paul Reddam

would be in town Wednesday night for the draw. The team

behind the 2012 dual Classic winner I=ll Have Another also boast

a loaded hand for Friday=s Oaks with Land Over Sea (Bellamy

Road), who went out for light training following Nyquist=s return

to Barn 41 just before 9 a.m.

   Creator (Tapit), upset winner of the GI Arkansas Derby,

continues to train like a horse that means business, turning in

another impressive gallop while fitted with a pair of WinStar

white blinkers. His stablemate Gun Runner (Candy Ride {Arg}),

meanwhile, also galloped 1 1/2 miles, though he didn=t seem to

handle the sticky weather conditions quite as well, getting a bit

lathered up by his neck. Both

Steve Asmussen-trained runners

are slated to breeze four

furlongs Monday.

   AThey=re lined up today,@ the

newly minted Hall of Fame

trainer noted of the crowd

gathered on the backstretch

while accompanying Creator to

the track via pony.

   Mor Spirit (Eskendereya), a

potential fifth Kentucky Derby

winner for Baffert, galloped an

easy 1 1/2 miles while displaying

a low head carriage with Georgie

Alvarez aboard. The GI Santa Anita Derby runner-up is also

expected to work Monday.

   The consistent Whitmore (Pleasantly Perfect) quickly caught

the eye while galloping a mile with good energy beneath Laura

Moquett, wife of trainer Ron Moquett. 

   The Chad Brown-trained duo of >TDN Rising Stars= My Man

Sam (Trappe Shot) and Shagaf (Bernardini) were both out for

light exercise while the Japanese raider Lani (Tapit)=s 30-minute

plus window on the track included a visit to the starting gate.

   Can=t make it out to Churchill for the morning activity this

week? No problem. The Kentucky Derby website (click here)

offers live streaming between 8-9:00 a.m.

FEATURE PRESENTATION • GI KENTUCKY DERBY

Creator | Sherackatthetrack

Bob Baffert | Sherack

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://www.kentuckyderby.com/workouts/live
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/sundays-trackside-report/
http://www.adenastallions.com/horses/milwaukee-brew.html
http://www.adenastallions.com/horses/mucho-macho-man.html
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Shagaf | Coady Photography

Brown Happy with Derby Hand (cont. from p1)

   AIt took him a long time to get his gate card and stuff like that,@

Brown said of My Man Sam. AHe just wasn=t all there. But he put

it all together late in the fall and had some good workouts that

led us to believe this horse was going to be OK. We weren=t

thinking a mile-and-a-quarter

dirt horse, by Trappe Shot

and kind of small. But when

we got him around two turns

he really exploded and

opened our eyes up to what

we had. Sometimes that

happens with horses. They all

develop at different stages.@

   Fifth in his six-furlong debut

at Aqueduct last December, My Man Sam was tabbed a >TDN

Rising Star= with his eight-length romp going 1 1/16 miles at the

Big A Jan. 31. He is coming off a late-running second-place effort

behind Brody=s Cause (Giant=s Causeway) in the Apr. 9 GI Toyota

Blue Grass S.

   AHe=s a hard tryer, a brave horse, a strong-willed little horse,@

Brown said. AHe=s not afraid of anything. You put him in any

situation and he=s very willing.@

   Shadwell=s Shagaf, also a >TDN Rising Star= was less of a

surprise for Brown. The bay colt aired by six lengths on debut at

Aqueduct last November and added a Gulfstream optional

claimer before taking the Mar. 5 GIII Gotham S. He suffered his

first defeat when fifth over a muddy track in the Apr. 9 GI Wood

Memorial S. 

   AI=m not sure this horse liked Florida,@ Brown commented. AHe

just never was quite the same down there as he was in New

York. After the Gotham we left him in New York and the horse

really started to pick up his weight again and he just started to

train more consistently. He was really coming into the Wood in

fine shape before it rained. Since the Wood there=s been more

improvement, more consistency; he=s gaining weight, getting

stronger. The horse breezes by himself now; he was always one

that needed company. He=s had two fabulous works here at

Churchill, by himself, effortlessly.@

   Brown thinks Shagaf is coming into the Derby at the perfect

time.

   AYou can debate his numbers and how fast he runs but, to me,

the horse is really peaking right now,@ Brown said. 

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/?p=66285
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Z-MCOpP5SE
http://www.fasigtipton.com/catalogues/2016/Midlantic-Two-Year-Olds-In-Training/Midlantic-Two-Year-Olds-In-Training-new.asp
http://www.fasigtipton.com/catalogues/2016/Midlantic-Two-Year-Olds-In-Training/Midlantic-Two-Year-Olds-In-Training-new.asp
http://www.fasigtipton.com/catalogues/2016/Midlantic-Two-Year-Olds-In-Training/Midlantic-Two-Year-Olds-In-Training-new.asp
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ADVENTIST STILL ON DERBY WAIT LIST
   Adventist (Any Given Saturday), third in the GI Wood
Memorial, sits 22nd on the GI Kentucky Derby points list and
connections are ready for anything. AHe=s ready if he gets in,@
said trainer Leah Gyarmati. AHe=s being prepared the same way
whether he runs in the Derby or not, nothing is different. If he
doesn't get in, then we'll likely look at the [May 14 GII] Peter Pan
or maybe the Preakness. It will be up to [owner] Jeff [Treadway]
to decide.@

36 Hours in Louisville Brandy distilleries, >hot= chicken, cool
shops and theatre: There=s more to Louisville than horse racing
and bourbon. Elaine Glusac, New York Times

                                                               

PRE-DERBY CHATTER...
   AI don=t think either of them will have any issues with the

crowd come Saturday. They seem to have handled it all well

so far and I=m expecting the same ahead. We=ll paddock them

throughout the week and give them every chance to be

comfortable.@ --Trainer Todd Pletcher on his Derby duo of

Destin (Giant=s Causeway) and Outwork (Uncle Mo).

   AMy horses are given every Sunday off. So is my help. I like

to go to church on Sunday and there=s time for that. Some of

my help does, too. It is a routine now at the stable and it

works well for all of us. We go by this creed: If you can=t get

>em fit in six days, you probably shouldn=t be doing this.@

-- Trainer Keith Desormeaux, whose Exaggerator (Curlin)

had the day off after working five furlongs Saturday in

1:02.60.

   AThe placement of these prep races has a lot to do with

when you're going to run next, and any trainer worth his salt

can keep a horse fit, even for this extra distance for eight to

10 weeks if he has to. So it's a non-factor. -- Trainer Tom

Amoss on Mo Tom (Uncle Mo)=s six-week break between

races.

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2016/04/28/travel/what-to-do-36-hours-in-louisville.html?_r=0
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/?p=66300
http://www.equiairshipping.com/
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/derby-top-20/
www.tmyearlings.com/?utm_source=tdn20160502&utm_medium=hph&utm_content=lastcall&utm_campaign=entrydeadline
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A Lot | Joe Labozetta

JAIPUR LIKELY FOR A LOT
   Amerman Racing=s A Lot (Tapit), who set a course record while

winning Saturday=s seven-furlong

Elusive Quality S. in 1:19.23, could

start next in the June 11 GIII Jaipur

Invitational at Belmont Park. 

   AHe came back very well,@ reported

Cherie DeVaux, assistant to trainer

Chad Brown. AThe course was very

fast the first two days of the meet,

obviously. It was a good race for him.@ 

   The 4-year-old A Lot will be looking for his first graded victory

in the Jaipur. He was second in last year=s GII American Turf S.,

GII National Museum of Racing and Hall of Fame S. and GIII

Dania Beach S. 

Thursday, Santa Anita Park, post time: 8:30 p.m. EDT
ROYAL HEROINE S.-GII, $200,000, 4yo/up, f/m, 1mT
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Her Emmynency K Successful Appeal Baze Mulhall 122
2 Smoove It Square Eddie Perez O'Neill 120
3 Nancy From Nairobi (GB) Sixties Icon (GB) Lezcano Sadler 120
4 Prize Exhibit (GB) Showcasing (GB) Gonzalez Cassidy 122
5 La Berma (Ire) Lawman (Fr) Bejarano Cassidy 120
6 Elektrum (Ire) High Chaparral (Ire) Espinoza Sadler 122
7 Keri Belle Empire Maker Solis Shirreffs 120
8 Living The Life (Ire) Footstepsinthesand (GB) Garcia Mandella 120
9 Sharla Rae K Afleet Alex Pereira O'Neill 122
10 Havanna Belle (Ire) Teofilo (Ire) Prat D'Amato 120
11 Glory K Tapit Smith Hollndrfr 120
12 Fasnacloich K Any Given Saturday Blanc Hofmans 120
13 Faufiler (Ire) Galileo (Ire) Van Dyke Motion 120
14 Fanticola Silent Name (Jpn) Talamo D'Amato 122
Owners: 1-Ike or Dawn Thrash, 2-Reddam Racing, LLC, 3-Hronis Racing,
LLC, 4-DP Racing, 5-DP Racing, 6-Hronis Racing, LLC, 7-Mr. & Mrs. J. S.
Moss, 8-HnR Nothhaft Horse Racing, LLC, 9-Barber or Brous Stable or
Wachtel Stable, 10-Michael House, 11-Fox Hill Farms, Inc., 12-Golden Eagle
Farm Investment, L.P., 13-Flaxman Holdings, Ltd., 14-Fanticola or Scardino
Breeders: 1-S. D. Brilie, L.P., 2-Reddam Racing, LLC, 3-Norman Court
Stud, 4-Mrs R. F. Johnson Houghton, 5-C. & L. Marzocco & L. Disaro,
6-Sweet Caroline Partnership, 7-Mr. & Mrs. Jerome S. Moss, 8-Michael
Begley, 9-Mr. & Mrs. Richard S. Kaster &Frederick C. Wieting, 10-Holborn
Trust Co., 11-Patchen Wilkes Farm, LLC, 12-Siena Farms LLC, 13-The
Niarchos Family, 14-Hedgestone Management &Frank Mermenstein

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/?p=66296
http://www.spendthriftfarm.com/horses/the-lumber-guy-10500.html
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Friday, Lone Star Park, post time: 9:57 p.m. EDT
TEXAS MILE S.-GIII, $200,000, 3yo/up, 1m
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Great Minds Stroll McMahon Stall, Jr. 119
2 Aces High Flower Alley Martin, Jr. Margolis 119
3 Carve First Samurai Diego Asmussen 119
4 Blue Tone K Birdstone Graham Hess, Jr. 119
5 Shotgun Kowboy Kodiak Kowboy Loveberry Trout 119
6 Gotham News Awesome Again Cabrera D'Amato 117
7 Hip Four Sixtynine Southern Image Steinberg Tubbs 119
8 Wolf Man Rocket K Mineshaft Wade Howard 119
9 Jessica's Star K Magna Graduate Murrill Stidham 119
10 Endurance Indy Wind Sorenson Sepulveda 117
Owners: 1-Vince Wilfork, 2-Pocket Aces Racing LLC, 3-Michael Langford,
4-Schroeder Farms LLC, 5-C. R. Trout, 6-Alastar Thoroughbred Company LLC
& Michael Valdes, 7-J-Lu Ltd. Co., 8-Frank Fletcher Racing Operations Inc.,
9-Mark D. Breen, 10-Sepulveda Racin & Ropin Ranch
Breeders: 1-Claiborne Farm, 2-Eugene Melnyk, 3-Claiborne Farm & Adele B.
Dilschneider, 4-Far View Stables, 5-C. R. Trout, 6-Joseph Allen, 7-Charles
H. Deters, 8-Tony Holmes & Walter Zent, 9-Elisabeth H. Alexander,
10-Hardacre Farm LLC

Friday, Santa Anita Park, post time: 7:30 p.m. EDT
AMERICAN S.-GIII, $100,000, 3yo/up, 1mT
PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Si Sage (Fr) Sageburg (Ire) Gonzalez Cassidy 120
2 Southern Freedom K Pure Prize Garcia Hollendorfer 120
3 Little Curlin K Curlin Pedroza Hollendorfer 120
4 Ohio (Brz) Elusive Quality Blanc Lobo 120
5 Patentar (Fr) Teofilo (Ire) Quinonez Callaghan 120
6 Cape Wolfe (GB) Piccolo (GB) Maldonado D'Amato 120
7 Producer (GB) Dutch Art (GB) Baze Drysdale 120
8 Twentytwentyvision Pollard's Vision Bejarano Mandella 120
9 Home Run Kitten Kitten's Joy Talamo Hofmans 120
Owners: 1-Red Baron's Barn LLC, Rancho Temescal & Vayaconsuerte, LLC,
2-Dang, Mark DeDomenico LLC or Todaro, Et Al, 3-Michael Lynch, 4-Bonne
Chance Farm, LLC or Stud R D I, LLC., 5-Al Homaizi or Al Sagar, 6-Sterling
Stables LLC, Ellis or Gorman Et Al, 7-Calumet Farm, 8-Ellen & Peter O.
Johnson, Sr., 9-Tarabilla Farms, Inc.
Breeders: 1-Ecurie D, 2-A R Enterprises, Hollendorfer, Todaro &Bluegrass
Farm Partners, 3-Michael Lynch, 4-Fazenda Mondesir, 5-Peter Dane Player,
6-Fernham Farm Ltd, 7-Cheveley Park Stud Ltd, 8-Peter O. Johnson,
9-Kenneth L. Ramsey & Sarah K. Ramsey
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Steve Cauthen, Jean Cruguet and Ron

Turcotte

Tiana meets Zenyatta 
Krystal Mitchell

TRIPLE CROWN JOCKEYS JOIN WHOA
   A trio of Triple Crown-winning jockeys, Ron Turcotte, Jean

Cruguet and Steve Cauthen, have joined the ranks of the Water

Hay Oats Alliance, a grassroot movement which supports the

passage of federal legislation to prohibit the use of medications

in horse racing. 

   In a statement released

by WHOA Sunday, the

three retired jockeys said, 

   AFew people have more

reason to love

Thoroughbred racing than

we do. Each of our lives

was dramatically changed

by riding a Triple Crown

winner, the pinnacle for a

North American jockey.

We have tasted the thrill

of being atop great horses

in the greatest of all races,

and we have ridden the

crest of the sport's

popularity and national prominence.

    Now, after 37 years and thanks to the captivating American

Pharoah, we finally have another Triple Crown winner. Although

the drought has ended, it is clear that the sport still is terribly

troubled and in dire need of reform. The use of

performance-enhancing drugs is weakening the breed, and

inconsistent regulation is casting a shadow over horse racing.

   The winner's circle is the destination of a Thoroughbred's

natural competitive drive. It should be a place of integrity, where

courage is honored and talent is celebrated. In our collective

experience, our passion for the sport of racing, and our love and

respect for these magnificent equine athletes, we

wholeheartedly support passage of federal legislation to prohibit

the use of performance-enhancing drugs in the sport of horse

racing. 

   The Thoroughbred Horse Integrity Act of 2015 (HR 3084) would

appoint the U.S. Anti-Doping Agency (USADA) to develop and

oversee a national anti-doping program to stop the problem of

widespread drug use in American racing and put U.S. racing

jurisdictions in step with international standards.

   This legislation would protect the future of the breed as well as

the uniformity of the sport. We are proud to join the Water Hay

Oats Alliance in this effort.  It is time that American racing

interests embrace USADA oversight.@

ZENYATTA MAKES WISH COME TRUE
   Make a Wish kid Tiana, along with her parents, David and

Elizabeth, came to Kentucky to make Tiana's wish to meet

Zenyatta come true. They got that, and so much more. 

   Ten-year-old Tiana, who has myeloid leukemia, a treatable,

but incurable cancer which is extremely rare in children, was

introduced to Zenyatta Friday. The champion mare was patient

and gentle with her young

fan, enjoying peppermints

and pats from Tiana and

given her gentle nuzzles

back to show her affection

for her tiny fan. 

   Lane's End Farm rolled out

the red carpet, allowing

Tiana loads of hands-on

time with her favorite

horse, as well as some

special gifts to take home.

Tiana also got to play with

foals and visit the stallion

barn, where she met A. P.

Indy, Candy Ride and others before heading to Keeneland for a

V. I. P. Day at the races. 

   The following day, Tiana went to Stonestreet Farms to meet

Rachel Alexandra and see more foals. After that, it was off to the

Rolex Kentucky Three-Day Event, where she got to watch the

competition with the riders, meet Olympian Bruce Davidson and

got legged up on Rolex competitor Sir Oberon by his rider, Ellen

Doughty, after the horse cooled out from his cross-country run. 

   Sunday, Tiana was welcomed to Old Friends by founder

Michael Blowen, where she met Silver Charm, Game On Dude,

and others. After that, it was off to Hill 'N' Dale Farm to meet

Curlin, Midnight Lute, Blind Luck and Bayern, the last of which

she cheered on at Santa Anita as he won the GI Breeders' Cup

Classic. 

  REGIONAL REPORT  Monday • May 2, 2016

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/?p=66269
http://www.legacybloodstockllc.com/
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And Rachel Alexandra

Jen Roytz

Lady Shipman

NYRA Photo

   AIt=s been amazing to see so many people in the horse industry

come together to give her one unforgettable experience after

another. I=m so thankful for the

time so many took out of their

busy schedules to give her a life

changing weekend," said Make a

Wish board member Jen Roytz.

AThese wishes give kids and their

families a respite from hospital

visits, needles and everything else

that comes with battling a

life-threatening illness. For a few

days they can forget about all of

that and just focus on having fun.

So often, families tell us that

having a wish granted gives these

children a renewed sense of fight,

perseverance and purpose as they confront their illness. It's

literally life-changing.@

Sunday=s Results:

LICENSE FEE S., $95,000, BEL, 5-1, 4yo/up, f/m, 6fT, 1:07.49, gd.

1--LADY SHIPMAN, 119, f, 4, Midshipman--Sumthingtotalkabt,

   by Mutakddim. ($35,000 RNA 2yo '14 OBSAPR). O-Ranlo

   Investments LLC; B-Randall E Lowe (KY); T-Kiaran P.

   McLaughlin; J-Irad Ortiz, Jr. $60,000. Lifetime Record:

   GISP, 15-10-2-2, $643,905.

2--Zindaya, 117, m, 5, More Than Ready--Aristocratic Lady, by

   Kris S.. ($145,000 RNA Ylg '12 KEESEP; $550,000 4yo '15

   KEENOV). O-e Five Racing Thoroughbreds; B-Grapestock LLC

   (KY); T-Chad C. Brown. $20,000. 

3--Shrinking Violet, 118, m, 6, Congaree--Lets Get Cozzy, by

   Cozzene. ($4,000 Wlg '10 KEENOV). O-Wesley A. Ward;

   B-Ashbrittle Stud (KY); T-Wesley A. Ward. $10,000. 

Margins: 2 3/4, 1, 5 1/4. Odds: 0.55, 2.25, 4.10.

Also Ran: Vicki's Dancer. Scratched: Disco Barbie,

Momameamaria, Monster Sleeping.

   >TDN Rising Star= Lady Shipman was one of the stars of last

summer, rattling off four straight dominant turf stakes victories

at Monmouth and Saratoga before suffering a head defeat in

the Buffalo Trace Franklin County S. at Keeneland Oct. 9 and

losing a tough neck decision in the Oct. 31 GI Twinspires

Breeders= Cup Turf Sprint for trainer Kathleen O=Connell. The

chestnut filly was then switched to Kiaran McLaughlin=s barn and

given a brief respite,

from which she returned

to a facile score in the

Ladies= Turf Sprint S. at

Gulfstream Feb. 6. Sent

to Dubai for the G1 Al

Quoz Sprint S. off that

effort, she broke slowly

and never seemed

comfortable when

finishing seventh, still

only 2 3/4 lengths back Mar. 26. Back in New York for this

stateside return, Lady Shipman was away sharply and dueled for

the lead with Shrinking Violet through a :22.14 quarter-mile.

Poking her head in front of that foe on the turn, she shook clear

into the stretch, clicked off a :44.37 half and, when given her

cue by Irad Ortiz, Jr., kicked away strongly in the last

three-sixteenths, coming home an easy winner once again. AShe

was training great up to this race and ran great,@ assistant

trainer Joe Lee said. AYou never know how much a trip like that,

shipping there [Dubai] and back, will impact a horse. But

Kiaran's program had her settled and we worked her when she

was ready. She was a complete pro in the paddock and was so

calm and cool.@ Ortiz said a clean start was all his filly needed.

"Her last race in Dubai,@ the 23-year-old rider recalled, Ashe kind

of missed the break and I had to rush her early to get her

involved and she still only lost by two lengths. Today, when she

broke, it was clean and she was comfortable going all the way.

She did it easy. I didn't really notice any difference in her

between the race in Dubai and today. She's just a really talented

horse." Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored

by Fasig-Tipton.

3rd-BEL, $77,000, Alw (NW1$X)/Opt. Clm ($80,000), 5-1, 3yo, f,

6 1/2f, 1:18.57, gd.

FLATTERYWILLGETYOU (f, 3, Flatter--Tres Chaud, by French

Deputy) made belated headway to round out the trifecta on

debut in a 5 1/2-furlong key race won by undefeated

Clipthecouponannie (Uncle Mo) at Aqueduct Dec. 20, and put it

all together next out going a half-furlong longer in the slop there

Jan. 10. Flatterywillgetyou made it two in a row with another

six-panel score against state-breds in Ozone Park Feb. 26, and

was given a brief freshening following that effort. Let go at odds

of 11-1 for this first foray into open company, the chestnut

departed the gate in good order and took back as a pair of rivals

dueled through a quarter-mile in :22.21. Guided out to the three
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path on the turn, Flatterywillgetyou easily dispatched the

pacesetters and kicked clear with good energy to score by a

decisive 7 1/2 lengths. Arch or Nothing (Archarcharch) rallied to

secure place honors. Sales History: $75,000 Wlg '13 FTNMIX.

Lifetime Record: 4-3-0-1, $118,900. Click for the Equibase.com

chart or VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O-Everything's Cricket Racing; B-First Class Thoroughbreds, LLC

(NY); T-Linda Rice. 

9th-BEL, $90,000, Msw, 5-1, 3yo/up, f/m, 6f (off turf), 1:11.49,

my.

SAHARAN (f, 3, Desert Party--Golden Artemis, by Malibu

Moon) encountered trouble at the break and never factored

when eighth in her six-furlong unveiling at Gulfstream Mar. 13,

finishing in the distant wake of subsequent GII Gulfstream Park

Oaks heroine and GI Kentucky Oaks hopeful Go Maggie Go

(Ghostzapper). Sent north to join her trainer=s New York string in

the aftermath of that race, the homebred was given a 4-1

chance to break through in this event originally scheduled for

the turf course. Tracking from the outside behind a three-way

duel for the lead, Saharan commenced a four-wide bid after the

leaders completed a quarter-mile in :22.54. She was given her

cue turning for home and kicked clear to score by a comfortable

5 1/2 lengths. Liana Star (Line of David) finished second best.

The winner is a half to My Conquestadory (Artie Schiller), GISW,

$503,526. Golden Artemis is also responsible for the unraced

juvenile filly Diana=s Thrill (Artie Schiller) and a yearling colt by

Medaglia d=Oro; she was most recently bred back to War Front.

Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-0, $54,400. Click for the Equibase.com

chart or VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O-Paul W. & Philip Tackett; B-Paul Tackett (KY); T-James A.

Jerkens. 

Sunday=s Results:

4th-GP, $41,400, Msw, 5-1, 3yo/up, f/m, 5 1/2f, 1:05.25, ft.

COLONEL NINA (f, 3, Colonel John--Mystery Bullet, by Red

Bullet), a $115,000 OBS April juvenile purchase, began her

career under the care of trainer Dale Romans and checked in

fourth in a six-panel maiden heat for state-breds over this track

Feb. 11. Switched to the turf, the dark bay set the pace and

leveled off to finish ninth going 1 1/16 miles here Mar. 10.

Transferred to the always dangerous Ralph Nicks barn following

that effort, she posed a quartet of swift local workouts in the

interim and was sent postward as the third choice at a shade

under 3-1 odds. Colonel Nina was away without incident and

established position tracking the pace from the outside as Ana=s

Pride (Exclusive Quality) led through a quarter-mile in :23.22.

Sent up to confront the pacesetter turning for home, she dueled

with that rival until midstretch and forged clear to notch a 

3 3/4-length victory. The winner has an unnamed juvenile full-

sister and a yearling half-brother named Bullgrats (Congrats).

Mystery Bullet was most recently bred back to Adios Charlie.

Lifetime Record: 3-1-0-0, $27,800. Click for the Equibase.com

chart or VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O-West Point Thoroughbreds; B-Hickstead Farm (FL); T-Ralph E.

Nicks.

NY-BRED OWNER AWARD: $4,620  nybreds.com

‘TDN Rising Star’ Lady Shipman (Midshipman)
wins the License Fee S. at Belmont.
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Saturday Night=s Results:
8th-CD, $51,088, Alw, 4-30, (NW1X), 3yo/up, 1 1/16m (off turf),
1:44.38, sy.
RIDDLER (c, 3, Harlan's Holiday--Rhapsody Queen, by
Unbridled's Song) finished third in his local debut on dirt a year
and a day prior to this, then had to be laid up for over nine
months and returned to run a closing fifth in a Gulfstream
maiden heat. Excelling when stretched to two turns and put on
the Hallandale grass last out, he showed improved speed and
earned his diploma by two lengths. Back on the main thanks to
earlier downpours, the Triple Crown-nominated colt quickly
made the lead as the 17-10 chalk. Rattling off unopposed splits
of :24.24 and :48.43, he was pressed harder by Blue Wings
(Giant=s Causeway) on the far turn, but quickly shook clear of
that foe once turning into the lane, galloping away in the stretch
to a seven-length romp under almost no urging. The winner has
a 2-year-old half-sister by Harlan=s Holiday who RNA=ed for
$190,000 at the 2015 Keeneland September sale. His dam, a
$350,000 buy at the same sale in 2006, has a yearling colt by
and a weanling filly by Shanghai Bobby. Lifetime Record:
4-2-0-1, $60,000. Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO,
sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.
O/B-Siena Farms LLC (KY); T-Todd A. Pletcher.

10th-CD, $49,584, Msw, 4-30, 3yo/up, f/m, 6f, 1:11.23, sy.
HIGH HEELED GIRL (f, 4, Malibu Moon--High Heeled Hope
{MSW & MGISP, $235,227}, by Salt Lake) showed promise in
her August debut over the Woodbine synthetic, closing to be
third at 8-1 behind next-out stakes winners Elusive Collection
(Elusive Quality) and Southern Ring (Speightstown). Laid up
since then, the bay filly drilled impressively for this return,
including a pair of local five-furlong breezes in :59 3/5 Apr. 10
and Apr. 16. Off as the even-money choice, the $275,000 Fasig-
Tipton August yearling purchase stalked from fourth and was
under a good hold racing in the clear after a :22.56 quarter.
Moving menacingly after pacesetting Missseventhirteen (Flatter)
on the turn, she collared that one nearing the top of the stretch,
but the frontrunner re-rallied to regain control nearing the
eighth pole. Warming to the task, High Heeled Girl eventually
wore her foe down and edged away late for a one-length tally.
The winner=s dam captured a pair of stakes and placed in the 
GI Las Virgenes S. and GI Hollywood Starlet S. The producer of
Sweet Hope (Lemon Drop Kid), GSW & GISP, $251,209, she also
has a 2-year-old filly by Gio Ponti and foaled a Justin Phillip filly
this season. Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-1, $34,681. Click for the
Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.
O-John C. Oxley; B-Castleton Lyons & Kilboy Estate (KY); T-Mark
E. Casse.

Sunday=s Results:

4th-LRL, $62,608, Alw, 5-1, 3yo/up, 5 1/2fT, 1:03.21, gd.

BEN'S CAT (g, 10, Parker's Storm Cat--Twofox {MSP}, by Thirty

Eight Paces), one of the most admirable and popular horses in

training, won August=s Mister Diz S. over course and distance to

register his 30th career victory, then finished fifth in the GIII Turf

Monster H. at Parx in September. Second by a nose on dirt 

Oct. 17 in the Maryland Million Sprint H., he finished his 9-year-

old campaign with an uncharacteristically dull seventh Nov. 25

in the Fabulous Strike H. at Penn National. Working very well

locally for this 10-year-old debut, the gelding broke sharply and

settled outside in fifth after a :22.96 quarter. Having to carry all

the ground four-wide on the turn, he was spun into the six or

seven path straightening for home, but kicked into gear passing

the eighth pole and stayed on determinedly in the final 70 yards

to get up by a neck over pacesetter Rapid Dan (More Than

Ready) for another remarkable win. AHe ran a super race,@ King

Leatherbury said. AIt was a little hard for him to get rolling

because of where he was. Once he got himself together and

fired down the stretch, he looked like his old self. As a

10-year-old, he=s never been better.@ Lifetime Record: MGSW,

54-31-9-4, $2,530,937. Click for the Equibase.com chart or

VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O-The Jim Stable; B-K. T. Leatherbury Assoc. Inc. (MD); T-King T.

Leatherbury.

7th-LRL, $42,000, Alw (NW1X)/Opt. Clm ($45,000-$50,000), 5-1,

3yo, f, 6f, 1:12.62, sy.

GIDDY UP (f, 3, High Cotton--Cindy Woo Who, by Thunder

Gulch) broke her maiden at second asking going six furlongs at

Penn National Nov. 25 and reported home a dull fifth in a Tampa

Bay optional claimer Feb. 21. Recently seventh in a grassy 

1 1/16-mile optional claimer in Oldsmar Mar. 18, the dark bay

was let go at odds of 5-1 for this return to the Mid-Atlantic.

Giddy Up cleared the field through a quarter-mile in :22.99 and

never looked back, crossing the wire 1 1/2 lengths ahead of Girls

Got Rhythum (Zensational). The winner is a half to I=m Steppin It

Up (Congrats), MSW & GISP, $636,204; Thunder Brew

(Milwaukee Brew), MSW, $267,354; and Cuppy Cake

(Olmodavor), SW, $177,460. Lifetime Record: 5-2-0-0, $41,440.

Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-

Tipton.

O-Roman Hill Farm LLC; B-Thomas L Croley (FL); T-Anthony

Pecoraro.
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Sunday=s Results:

7th-LS, $22,000, Alw, 5-1, (NW1X), 3/4yo, f/m, 6 1/2f, 1:19.73,

ft.

HAILSTORM SLEW (f, 3, Munnings--Successful Slew, by

Successful Appeal) ran away from a state-bred maiden field by 

4 1/2 lengths at 9-10 in her October debut at Remington and

finished second there in the sloppy state-bred Slide Show S.

Nov. 27. Fourth behind a pair of return winners Feb. 26 at

Oaklawn, she then finished third there Mar. 17. Away at 2-5

here, she stalked a close-up fourth past a :23.27 quarter, made a

big three-wide move to take over through a :47.05 half and held

off a staunch bid from Valid Bride (Valid Expectations) to prevail

by 1 1/4 lengths. Lifetime Record: SP, 5-2-1-1, $63,826. Click for

the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O/B/T-C R Trout (OK).

4th-BTP, $21,300, (S), Alw, 5-1, (NW2L), 3yo/up, f/m, 6f,

1:10.94, my.

HEAVENLY MINE (f, 3, Discreetly Mine--Conjuress, by Indian

Charlie) won at first asking over trip and track last September

and recently returned from a winter layup to finish a narrowly

beaten second behind Barefoot Gypsy at long odds in Mahoning

Valley=s Sourthern Park S. for Buckeye-breds Mar. 26. Sent off as

the 3-2 second choice in this spot, Heavenly Mine pressed the

pace through a quarter-mile in :22.25 and held on resolutely to

prevail by a half-length. Sales History: $37,000 Ylg '14 KEESEP.

Lifetime Record: 3-2-1-0, $40,660. Click for the Equibase.com

chart.

O-Robert Alvin Reeves; B-Langsem Farm, Inc (OH); T-Mark E.

Thomas. 

6th-PRM, $30,000, Msw, 5-1, 3, 4, 5/6yo, f/m, 6f, 1:11.03, my.

BROADWAY PLAY (f, 4, Quality Road--Broadway Hoofer, by

Belong to Me) took a fair amount of action to be 4-1 in her

debut Apr. 3 at Oaklawn, but could only manage a distant

fourth. Off as the 3-5 chalk here, the bay homebred dueled for

the early lead through a :22.58 quarter before edging clear from

her pace foe entering the turn. Widening at every call

thereafter, she splashed home an 8 1/4-length victor over

Curlinup (Curlin). The winner is a half to Broadway Empire

(Empire Maker), MGSW, $531,674 and Cinderella=s Dream

(Prime Timber), SW & GSP, $133,600. Lifetime Record: 2-1-0-0,

$21,560. Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored

by Fasig-Tipton.

O/B-Mercedes Stables LLC (KY); T-Robertino Diodoro.

Saturday Night=s Results:

7th-LS, $23,000, Alw, 4-30, (NW2X), 3yo/up, 6f, 1:11.93, ft.

HE'S COMIN IN HOT (g, 3, Early Flyer--Shocktime {SW}, by

Langfuhr) graduated at third asking last fall and subsequently

captured Churchill=s GIII Bashford Manor S. in June. Fifth in the

GIII Sanford S. at Saratoga July 25, the bay won Retama=s

restricted Texas Stallion S. Sept. 12 and concluded his 2015

season with a runner-up finish in the six-furlong Kip Deville S. at

Remington Sept. 27. Hammered down to 3-10 favoritism for this

return to action, the gelding went straight to the front and vied

for command from the two path through a quarter-mile in

:23.08. Edging away to open up a clear advantage into the

stretch, He=s Comin in Hot reported home a one-length winner

under confident handling. Plot Twist (Spring at Last) completed

the exacta. Lifetime Record: GSW, 8-4-2-1, $174,750. Click for

the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O-Douglas Scharbauer; B-Valor Farm, Inc. (TX); T-W. Bret

Calhoun. 

Sunday=s Results:

LADY ANGELA S., C$125,000, WO, 5-1, (C), 3yo, f, 7f (AWT),

1:22.53, ft.

1--#CRUMLIN SPIRIT, 116, f, 3, by Court Vision

1st Dam: Heart Lake, by Unbridled

2nd Dam: Fantasy Lake, by Salt Lake

3rd Dam: Springtime Fantasy, by Affirmed

   (C$37,000 RNA Ylg '14 CANSEP). O-Dura Racing & M. J. Doyle 

   Racing Stables Ltd.; B-William D. Graham (ON); T-Michael J. 

   Doyle; J-David Moran. C$75,000. Lifetime Record: 9-2-5-0, 

   $178,387. *1/2 to Henny=s Heart (Henny Hughes), SP,     

   $171,357. *First stakes winner for sophomore sire (by Gulch).

2--Caren, 123, f, 3, Society's Chairman--Jo Zak, by Vilzak. 

   ($45,000 Ylg '14 FTKOCT). O-Robert Marzilli; B-James A. & 

   Janeane A. Everatt & J. Arika Everatt-Meeuse (ON); T-Michael 

   P. De Paulo. C$25,000. 

3--Trini Brewnette, 120, f, 3, Milwaukee Brew--Dancing Allstar, 

   by Millennium Allstar. (C$55,000 Ylg '14 CANSEP). O-Derek 

   Chin; B-Mr. & Mrs. Bud Malette & Trinity West Stables Inc 

   (ON); T-Daniel J. Vella. C$13,750. 

Margins: 1, 3/4, NK. Odds: 6.40, 0.55, 15.10.

Also Ran: Old Valyria, Neshama, Bella Fabiana, Miss Forester.

F i r s t   S t a k e s  W i n n e r   f o r  S o p h o m o r e  S i r e

Registered Ontario-Bred/CTHS Grad

Registered Ontario-Bred/CTHS Grad
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   Woodbine stalwart Crumlin Spirit proved that consistency was

her game from the outset of her career, amassing a record of

one win, four runner-up finishes and a pair of close fourth-place

efforts from seven starts as a juvenile--including a trio of

restricted stakes placings in the July 12 Shady Well S., Sept. 2

Muskoka S. and Oct. 10 Victorian Queen S. The bay wrapped up

her 2015 season with a hard-fought maiden score going seven

panels here Nov. 28. Sent to the sidelines for the winter months,

Crumlin Spirit returned with a fast-closing second-place finish

behind reopposing Old Valyria (Old Forester) in a five-furlong

allowance test Apr. 10. Away towards the rear of the field as the

third choice in wagering, the filly made steady progress on the

outside to reach contention through a half-mile in :46.23.

Rallying three wide into the lane, she forged past heavily

favored Caren in midstretch to earn her first stakes success.

Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-

Tipton.

9th-WO, C$90,371, Alw (NW2X)/Opt. Clm ($47,796-$49,788),

5-1, 3yo/up, f/m, 6 1/2f (AWT), 1:16.29, ft.

RIVER MAID (f, 4, Where's the Ring--Rivermaid Dancing, by

Riverman) kicked off her sophomore season with a 6 1/2-

furlong allowance score over the old all-weather track here last

April and added a runner-up finish in the restricted Lady Angela

S. going seven furlongs in late May. Fifth in the grassy Passing

Mood S. July 11, she notched a convincing score in a seven-

furlong optional claimer back on the main track July 29. River

Maid went to the sidelines for an extended break following that

effort and returned to capture a first-level allowance test going

five furlongs here Apr. 10. Given a 5-2 chance to make it three in

a row, the 4-year-old pressed the pace through a half-mile in

:46.49, shook free in the stretch and held off a late bid from I=m

a Kittyhawk (Tomahawk) to score by a nose. The winner is a full

to Race for Gold, SW, $304,197; and a half to Soul Rebel (Ascot

Knight), MSP, $263,727; and Selembao (Kinshasa), MSP,

$157,115. Sales History: C$57,000 Ylg '13 CANSEP. Lifetime

Record: SP, 9-5-2-1, $185,385. Click for the Equibase.com chart

or VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O-The Very Dry Stable; B-Jay Cochlin (ON); T-Robert P. Tiller. 

6th-WO, C$66,668, Msw, 5-1, 3yo/up, 1 1/16m (AWT), 1:43.53,

ft.

LEAVEM IN MALIBU (c, 3, Malibu Moon--Leaveminthedust, by

Danzig) completely missed the break in his local Apr. 16 sprint

debut, but showed good late interest from far back to finish

third and came out of that effort to drill a best-of-86 five

furlongs in :58 2/5 Apr. 16. Stretching out at even-money here,

the big bay was away much better and stalked third on the rail

while in a bit tight  around the first turn. Shuffled again off heels

past a :48.59 half-mile, he appeared to be one-paced on the far

bend, but ran to daylight once taken off the fence at the top of

the stretch, easily inhaling pacesetting runner-up Storm Hawk

(Stormy Atlantic) inside the eighth pole and drawing off to a

good-looking 4 1/4-length score. The winner is a full to ill-fated

Danzig Moon, GISP, $311,445, who was second in the GI Toyota

Blue Grass S. last spring. His dam is a half-sister to MGSW Reload

(Hard Spun) and GSW Philanthropist (Kris S.) and is a full to GSW

Defer. She has a 2-year-old filly by Speightstown and a yearling

colt by Giant=s Causeway. Sales History: $175,000 Wlg '13

KEENOV; $140,000 RNA Ylg '14 KEESEP. Lifetime Record:

2-1-0-1, $37,827. Click for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO,

sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O-Conrad Farms; B-William D. Graham (ON); T-Mark E. Casse.

Sunday=s Results:

SUNLAND PARK H., $150,000, SUN, 5-1, 3yo/up, 1 1/8m,

1:48.35, ft.

1--MOBILE BAY, 122, c, 4, Lone Star Special--Tranquility Bay, by

   Out of Place. O/B-Tigertail Ranch (LA); T-Victor Arceneaux;

   J-Edgar S. Prado. $90,000. Lifetime Record: 17-8-3-3, 

   $768,290. *1/2 to Galveston Harbor (Belgravia), MSP, 

   $257,671.

2--Pain and Misery, 121, g, 4, Bob and John--Singing Doe, by

   Running Stag. ($7,000 Ylg '13 FTKFEB; $27,000 Ylg '13 

   OBSAUG; $210,000 2yo '14 OBSAPR). O-Black Gold Racing; 

   B-CastleparkFarm, LLC (KY); T-Henry Dominguez. $33,000. 

3--Ol Winedrinker Who, 121, g, 7, Sligo Bay (Ire)--Silverup, by

   Prenup. O/B-Sam E. Stevens & Sammy L Stevens (TX); T-Joel H.

   Marr. $15,000. 

Margins: 1HF, 5 3/4, NK. Odds: 1.00, 5.10, 9.80.

Also Ran: Forest Mouse, G M Gage, Super Accord.

   Last year=s GII Super Derby winner, Mobile Bay started his

4-year-old campaign finishing a distant eighth in the GIII John B.

Connally Turf Cup S. over the Sam Houston turf Jan. 30, but

bounced back with a neck win there on dirt Feb. 27 in the

Maxxam Gold Cup S. before being overmatched when seventh

in the GII New Orleans H. at Fair Grounds Mar. 26. Heavily

favored as the co-highweight in this field, the homebred colt

hopped a bit at the start before pulling his way up to challenge

second choice Super Accord (Super Saver) heading into the

Registered Ontario-Bred/CTHS Grad

Registered Ontario-Bred

Prepared at AbraCadabra Farms 352•804•3000

Consigned by de Meric Sales
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clubhouse turn. Pressing the leader through a :23.99 quarter, he

backed off some as that one threw down a sharp :46.87 half. Re-

engaging after passing three-quarters in 1:09.99, Mobile Bay

took over willingly at the five-sixteenths marker as the

frontrunner began to plummet. Taken on by Pain and Misery

while drifting wide entering the stretch, he gamely beat back

that rival=s challenge to earn his sixth stakes triumph. Click for

the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

Sunday=s Results:

5th-LRC, $46,380, (S), Msw, 5-1, 3yo, f, 6f, 1:09.84, ft.

FANTASY OF LUCK (f, 3, Lucky Pulpit--Fantasy Rocks, by Rock

Hard Ten) showed little in two tries last year, finishing fifth in a

six-furlong dash at Del Mar July 31 and fourth going 5 1/2

furlongs here Sept. 25. Hammered down to even-money

favoritism for this sophomore debut, she dueled for command

from the outside through a quarter-mile in :22.06 and shook

free to win by 5 1/2 lengths over Unusually Talented (Unusual

Heat). The winner sold for $40,000 as a BAROCT yearling and

progressed to go for $180,000 as a BARMAR juvenile. Lifetime

Record: 3-1-0-0, $31,400. Click for the Equibase.com chart or

VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O-Karl Watson, Michael E. Pegram & Paul Weitman; B-Steve

Pavich & Maria Pavich (CA); T-Bob Baffert.

3rd-GG, $34,319, Msw, 5-1, 2yo, 4 1/2f (AWT), :52.29, ft.

+RECOILING (f, 2, Coil--Chanceofalifetime, by Pentelicus)

recorded two four-furlong gate works over the local surface in

recent weeks and was sent off as the 2-1 second choice for this

career unveiling. Immediately in front after the break, she was

collared by Fiery Lady to her outside through a quarter-mile in

:22.25. She easily turned back that rival entering the stretch and

held on stoutly to cross the wire 1 3/4 lengths clear of Only You

Babe (Thorn Song), becoming the first winner for her freshman

sire (by Point Given). The winner is a half to King City Kitty

(Gotham City), SP, $174,956; and Kelly=s Princess (Western

Fame), SW, $149,241. Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, $20,280. Click

for the Equibase.com chart or VIDEO, sponsored by Fasig-

Tipton.

O-Martin W. Bach, Lynn Gitomer & Daniel Weiner; B-Martin

Bach (CA); T-William E. Morey. 

STAKES RESULTS:

EDWARD BABST/ALBERT PALACIOS MEMORIAL H., (NB)

$75,000, BTP, 5-1, (S), 3yo/up, 6f, 1:08.44 (NTR), gd.

1--RIVERS RUN DEEP, 126, h, 5, Ready=s Image--Music Miss, by

   Prospector's Music. ($22,000 Ylg '12 FTKFEB; $30,000 Ylg '12

   FTKOCT; $77,000 2yo '13 OBSOPN). O-Ywachetta H. Driver &

   James Travis; B-Nancy J Lavrich & Walmac Farm, LLC (OH);

   T-Chris A. Hartman; J-Albin Jimenez. $45,000. Lifetime Record:

   26-12-7-3, $686,200.

2--Dubacious, 120, g, 5, E Dubai--Whitelacenpromises, by More

   Than Ready. ($30,000 Ylg '12 FTKOCT). O-Loooch Racing

   Stables, Inc.; B-James A. & Jane N. Fraser (OH); T-Jeffrey A. 

   Radosevich. $15,000. 

3--Silver Tongued, 119, g, 6, Flatter--Whitelacenpromises, by

   More Than Ready. ($17,000 Ylg '11 FTKOCT). O-Greenhill

   Racing Stables, Inc.; B-James A. Fraser & Jane N. Fraser (OH);

   T-Jeffrey L. Greenhill. $7,500. 

Margins: 2HF, 4, NK. Odds: 0.30, 6.70, 8.80.

ALLOWANCE RESULTS:

4th-BEL, $80,000, (NW2$X)/Opt. Clm ($62,500), 5-1, 3yo/up,

f/m, 6 1/2f, 1:18.00, gd.

STORMY SKY (f, 4, Sky Mesa--Sweetness 'n Light, by Distorted

Humor) Lifetime Record: 13-4-2-1, $174,802. O-Matthew

Schera; B-Y-Lo Racing Stables, LLC (FL); T-George Weaver. 

6th-BEL, $80,000, 5-1, (NW1$X), 3yo/up, f/m, 6fT, 1:07.92, gd.

LADY KREESA (m, 5, Stonesider--Storm's Advance {SP}, by

Storm Creek) Lifetime Record: SP, 17-4-1-4, $225,241.

O/B-Gerald & Susan Kresa (NY); T-David G. Donk. *1/2 to King

Kreesa (King Cugat), MGSW & GISP, $1,138,704.

10th-WO, C$77,420, 5-1, (NW1X), 3yo/up, 1 1/16m (AWT),

1:43.39, ft.

NIIGON'S GLORY (g, 6, Niigon--Pipers Honour, by Honour and

Glory) Lifetime Record: SP, 24-6-9-3, $327,172. O-4U

Thoroughbred Racing Stable Inc.; B-Chiefswood Stables Limited

(ON); T-Sylvain Pion. 

F i r s t   W i n n e r   f o r   F r e s h m a n  S i r e

                                                               

Trained at Crupi’s New Castle Farm

                                                               

Trained at Crupi’s New Castle Farm
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7th-WO, C$75,700, (S), 5-1, 3yo/up, 7f (AWT), 1:22.02, ft.

WHERE'S THE WIDGET (g, 4, Giant Gizmo--Lori's Expectation,

by Valid Expectations) Lifetime Record: 17-6-2-3, $245,067.

O-Mary E. Biamonte; B-Pamela Edel (ON); T-Ralph J. Biamonte.

*$6,500 RNA Ylg '13 OBSWIN.

6th-PRX, $69,140, 5-1, (NW1X), 3yo/up, 1m 70y, 1:44.55, sy.

BARLOVENTO TIGER (c, 4, Big Brown--Mine Sweep, by End

Sweep) Lifetime Record: 19-5-3-2, $160,446. O-Arthur Geller;

B-IWIN Farms LLC & IEAH Stables (PA); T-Patricia Farro. *$6,000

Ylg '13 OBSAUG. 

5th-PRX, $57,824, 5-1, (NW1X), 3yo, 6f, 1:10.31, sy.

ATIZAPAN (c, 3, Archarcharch--Nala's Pride, by Lion Heart)

Lifetime Record: 8-3-2-1, $105,570. O-Hernandez Racing Club;

B-PGM Enterprises, LLC & David Bechtol (KY); T-Marcos Zulueta.

*$47,000 Wlg '13 KEENOV; $52,000 RNA Ylg '14 KEESEP;

$40,000 2yo '15 OBSMAR.

9th-LRL, $46,485, (NW2X)/Opt. Clm ($28,000-$32,000), 5-1,

3yo/up, f/m, 5 1/2fT, 1:04.04, gd.

MOLDAVITE (m, 5, Cosmonaut--Meadow Belle, by

Meadowlake) Lifetime Record: 13-4-1-3, $105,305. O-Blue

Streak Stable; B-William Niarakis Jr. & Stephen Sinatra (NY);

T-Linda L. Albert. 

7th-PRM, $42,197, (S), 5-1, (NW26MX), 3yo/up, 6f, 1:11.04, my.

YOU FUNNY MAN (g, 7, Humming--Stormhill, by Storm Boot)

Lifetime Record: SW, 34-8-5-6, $282,785. O/T-Paul M. Pearson;

B-Brad Hemba (IA).

2nd-GG, $41,675, (S), 5-1, (NW1$X), 3yo/up, 1 1/16mT, 1:44.90,

fm.

COWBOY (c, 4, Papa Clem--Way Up {MSP, $125,316}, by Great

Above) Lifetime Record: 9-2-0-0, $63,470. O/T-Bobby Wayne

Grayson; B-Thomas W. Bachman (CA). *$25,000 Ylg '13 BAROCT.

**1/2 to Unusual Way (Unusual Heat), MSW & GSP, $716,115;

and Wavy Lass (Helmsman), SP, $254,773.

4th-GG, $41,675, (S), 5-1, (NW1$X), 3yo/up, f/m, 1 1/16mT,

1:44.42, fm.

LILY KAI (f, 4, Unusual Heat--Amadamprez, by Northern Afleet)

Lifetime Record: 9-2-1-2, $91,780. O/B-Donald R. Dizney (CA);

T-Michael Machowsky. *1/2 to Rovenna (Vronsky), MSW,

$419,030; and Champions Gate (Pure Prize), SP, $235,708.

7th-IND, $38,000, (S), 4-30, (NW3L), 3yo/up, f/m, 5 1/2f,

1:04.50, sy.

ANTE MY ANNIE (f, 4, Sky Approval--Moro Traino {SP,

$107,646}, by Moro Oro) Lifetime Record: 5-3-2-0, $63,750.

O/T-Denis Cluley; B-Denis & Cathie Cluley (IN).

7th-SUN, $31,930, (S), 5-1, (NW1X), 3yo/up, f/m, 1m, 1:38.06,

ft.

DESERT GAMBLER (f, 4, Desert God--Inrightclassitime {SP}, by

Straight Man) Lifetime Record: MSP, 12-2-3-5, $124,315. O-Dale

& Carey Taylor & Jon Hogg; B-Dale F. & Debbie Taylor (NM);

T-Todd W. Fincher.

8th-PRM, $30,500, (NW1X)/Opt. Clm ($12,500), 5-1, 3yo/up, 6f,

1:10.76, my.

CLASSY COVE (g, 7, Rockport Harbor--Classy Ensign, by Polish

Navy) Lifetime Record: 42-6-5-6, $145,501. O-Danny R.

Caldwell; B-Tony Holmes (KY); T-Federico Villafranco. *$33,000

Wlg '09 KEENOV; $200,000 Ylg '10 KEESEP. **1/2 to Cotopaxi,

MSP-US & SP-Fr, $176,220.

9th-EVD, $29,000, (S), 4-30, (NW1X), 3yo/up, 7f, 1:24.48, ft.

KING OF HONOUR (g, 4, K One King--Mist of Honour, by

Honour and Glory) Lifetime Record: 14-2-4-2, $78,785.

O-Jonathan Necaise; B-Nathan Granger & Set-Hut LLC (LA);

T-Donald W. Moran, Sr. *$9,200 2yo '14 EVAMAR; $19,000 RNA

2yo '14 EQL2YO. **Full to One King=s Man, SW, $519, 404; and

Misty Michelle, SW, $115,889.

6th-HAW, $25,600, 4-30, (NW1$X), 3yo/up, f/m, 1 1/16m,

1:46.06, sy.

SMELLY CAT (f, 4, Fusaichi Pegasus--Pledge Mom, by Wild

Rush) Lifetime Record: 10-3-1-2, $55,080. O/B-Homewrecker

Racing LLC (IL); T-Hugh H. Robertson. *1/2 to

Wildeyedsouthernboy (Double Honor), SW, $255,659.

8th-MNR, $25,100, 4-30, 3yo/up, f/m, 6f, 1:12.20, ft.

IN MID HEIR (m, 6, Wildcat Heir--Rhythm in Shoes {SW,

$169,507}, by Rhythm) Lifetime Record: 16-8-3-0, $171,154.

O/B-New Farm (FL); T-Jeff C. Runco. 

4th-LS, $25,000, (NW13MX)/Opt. Clm ($25,000), 5-1, 3yo/up,

5fT, :56.12, fm.

MEME JO (g, 6, Too Much Bling--Honey Gold, by Touch Gold)

Lifetime Record: SW, 40-14-9-5, $218,735. O-Team Bryant

Thoroughbreds; B-Jeanne Bruce (TX); T-George R. Bryant.

*$25,000 2yo '12 TEXAPR. 

Trained at Crupi’s New Castle Farm

OAK LODGE USA Consigned
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3rd-LS, $22,000, (S), 4-30, (NW1X), 3/4yo, f/m, 1m, 1:40.67, ft.
SEVEN VIOLETS (f, 4, Four Sevens--Mattie M {MSP, $124,991},
by Hadif) Lifetime Record: 9-4-0-1, $57,215. O-End Zone
Athletics, Inc.; B-Brumbaugh & Verstraete (TX); T-Karl Broberg. 

8th-LS, $22,000, 4-30, (NW1X), 3yo/up, f/m, 5fT, :56.45, fm.
BOOM BAM BING (f, 3, Exchange Rate--Crown Gulch, by Gulch)
Lifetime Record: 7-2-2-0, $39,201. O-Love Partnership Interests
LP; B-Rose Hill Farm (KY); T-Karl Broberg. *$60,000 Ylg '14
KEESEP. **1/2 to Cumulonimble (Stormy Atlantic), MSW,
$340,270.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:
Rolex Bound, g, 3, Interactif--Leestown Fancy, by Leestown. LS, 
   4-30, (S), 6 1/2f, 1:20.82. B-Janet Marden DVM (TX). 
Yong Gan, g, 3, Milwaukee Brew--Mamita Chula (MSP,
   $211,874), by Flying Continental. WO, 5-1, (S), 1 1/16m (AWT),
   1:45.41. B-Dennis Mills (ON).
Its About the Cat, g, 3, Star Cat--Ravingaboutkitten, by Kitten's 
   Joy. LS, 5-1, 1 1/16mT, 1:44.01. B-James R. Wright (IN). 
+Stormin Eagle, c, 3, Stormin Fever--Margarita Salt, by Salt 
   Lake. LRC, 4-30, (S), 6f, 1:09.87. B-Golden Eagle Farm (CA). 
   *$130,000 2yo '15 BARMAY. 
Renwick, g, 4, Afleet Alex--River Nore (MSW, $188,655), by 
   Archers Bay. BEL, 5-1, (S), (C), 1 1/16m (off turf), 1:45.22. 
   B-Oak Bluff Stables LLC & Christophe Clement (NY). *$19,000 
   RNA Ylg '13 SARAUG. 
Jacksontown, g, 4, Big Atlantic--Paquita's Rose, by Wheaton. 
   BTP, 5-1, (S), 6f, 1:09.95. B-Doris Leisenring (OH). 
Air Nashoba, g, 4, Birdstone--Nashoba's Excess, by In Excess 
   (Ire). GG, 4-30, (S), 1 1/16mT, 1:44.60. B-Williamson Racing, 
   LLC (CA). 
+Elusive Riches, f, 4, Elusive Warning--Vuelta, by Far North. 
   EMD, 5-1, 5 1/2f, 1:03.86. B-Madera Thoroughbreds (CA).
Grandpa's Indy, g, 4, Indy Wind--Abuela Esther (Uru) (SW), by 
   Crater (Arg). SUN, 5-1, 6 1/2f, 1:16.81. B-Stud El Aguila (FL). 
   $16,000 4yo '16 KEEJAN. *1/2 to Marathon Lady (Graeme 
   Hall), MGISP, $282,825.
Sandy Strikes, c, 4, Say Florida Sandy--Strike It Easy, by Easy
   Goer. BEL, 5-1, (S), (C), 1 1/16m (off turf), 1:46.99. B-Amy Boll,
   Alfred & Patricia Alberts (NY). *1/2 to Strike the Brass (Dixie 
   Brass), MSW, $314,719).
Sassy Silk Pet, f, 4, Slew's Pot of Gold--Little Caracal Pet, by 
   Caracal. SUN, 5-1, (S), 6f, 1:09.70. B-Michael G. Weatherly 
   (NM). *$1,700 Ylg '13 RUIMIX. 
Tempt Me Twice, g, 4, Temple City--Love Me Twice, by Not For 
   Love. LRL, 5-1, 5 1/2fT, 1:04.32. B-Carol A. Kaye (MD). 
   *$18,000 Ylg '13 EASSEP. **1/2 to Action Andy (Gators N 
   Bears), MSW & MGSP, $673,390; and Phlash Phelps (Great 
   Notion), SW, $201,350.
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>MIND= GAMES ON 
THE ROWLEY MILE

   When you suffer an anti-climax like that provided by Air Force

Blue (War Front) in the G1 2000 Guineas, the best remedy is to

return to Newmarket=s Rowley Mile and saddle a one-two-three

24 hours later in the G1 QIPCO 1000 Guineas S., headed by a

filly with claims to the exceptional in Minding (Ire) (Galileo

{Ire}). Left with no cover early as Ryan Moore was forced to race

in between two groups, the 11-10 favourite--who was so

impressive in the G1 Fillies Mile here in October--was

unperturbed by sitting prominently and, when allowed to stride

to the front passing the three-furlong pole, drew away to win by

3 1/2 lengths. In doing so, Derrick Smith=s colourbearer

spearheaded a remarkable tricast for the stable and sire, with

Ballydoyle (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) finishing a half-length up on Alice

Springs (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) to mimic the result of last year=s 

G1 Moyglare Stud S. AShe=s out on her own, really,@ Moore said

of the emphatic winner. AThat wouldn=t have been the plan, but

we didn=t go that quick early on and she hit the gates very well,

so I didn=t want to be taking her back. I was expecting a bit more

speed in the race, but she=s just faster than them and stays

better than them.@ Aidan O=Brien added, AThey are three

top-class fillies and it=s a big team effort, so it=s great for

everybody. We thought she was a very nice filly and we=ve

always thought she=d stay, but obviously we=ll talk about the

Oaks. She=s something to look forward to.@ 

Cont. p2

ROAD TEAMS SCORE BIG AT SHA TIN
   For the past several years, horses based in Hong Kong have

maintained a stranglehold on Group 1 races open to

international visitors. But, with spectacular wins from Maurice

(Jpn) (Screen Hero {Jpn}) in the G1 Champions Mile and from

Chautauqua (Aus) (Encosta de Lago {Aus}) in the G1 Chairman=s

Sprint Prize, foreign raiders have now annexed five of the last

seven such events. AThe week shaped up to be a more than

exciting global racing event,@ commented Winfried Engelbrecht-

Bresges, CEO of the Hong Kong Jockey Club. AMaurice

emphasised in the Champions Mile that he is probably the best

miler in Asia and one of the best milers in the world, and he and

Chautauqua winning show that the best can come here and

perform. We are sure that this event can go further--not

forgetting last week=s APQEII Cup, we have seen wonderful

horses, top-class performances, and we have a great platform

on which to build.@ Hong Kong Results p14

Minding alone at the finish in the 1000 Guineas | Racing Post

TRACKSIDE REPORT FROM CHURCHILL
   The TDN=s Steve Sherack reports from Louisville in advance

of the May 7 GI Kentucky Derby. 

Click or tap here to go straight to TDN America.

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/
http://www.tattersalls.com
http://www.tattersalls.com
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G1 QIPCO 1000 Guineas Report Cont. from p1

Sunday, Newmarket, Britain

QIPCO 1000 GUINEAS S.-G1, ,523,750, NEW, 5-1, 3yo, f, 8fT,

1:36.53, gd.

1--MINDING (IRE), 126, f, 3, by Galileo (Ire)

1st Dam: Lillie Langtry (Ire) (Hwt. 3yo Filly-Eng at

7-9.5f, G1SW-Eng & Ire, $1,361,940), by

Danehill Dancer (Ire)

2nd Dam: Hoity Toity (GB), by Darshaan (GB)

3rd Dam: Hiwaayati (GB), by Shadeed

   O-Derrick Smith, Susan Magnier & Michael Tabor;

   B-Orpendale, Chelston & Wynatt (IRE); T-Aidan O=Brien; J-Ryan

   Moore. ,297,019. Lifetime Record: G1SW-Ire, 6-4-2-0,

   $1,136,456. *Full to Kissed by Angels (Ire), GSW-Ire. Click for

   the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree. Werk Nick Rating: A+++.

   *Triple Plus*. 

2--Ballydoyle (Ire), 126, f, 3, Galileo (Ire)--Butterfly Cove, by

   Storm Cat. O-Michael Tabor, Derrick Smith & Susan Magnier;

   B-March Thoroughbreds (IRE); T-Aidan O=Brien. ,112,606.

3--Alice Springs (Ire), 126, f, 3, Galileo (Ire)--Aleagueoftheirown

   (Ire), by Danehill Dancer (Ire). (550,000gns Ylg '14 TATOCT).

   O-Susan Magnier, Michael Tabor & Derrick Smith;

   B-Lynch-Bages & Longfield Stud (IRE); T-Aidan O=Brien. ,56,356.

Margins: 3HF, HF, NK. Odds: 1.10, 7.50, 16.00.

Also Ran: Fireglow (GB), Nathra (Ire), Turret Rocks (Ire), Mix And

Mingle (Ire), Midweek (GB), Jet Setting (Ire), Aljazzi (GB), Epsom

Icon (GB), Robanne (GB), Blue Bayou (GB), Illuminate (Ire),

Sharja Queen (GB), Lumiere (GB).

Click for the Racing Post result or the free Equineline.com

catalogue-style pedigree. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

   Like her accomplished dam Lillie Langtry, Minding started off

with a second-placing on debut, and her conqueror in that

seven-furlong Leopardstown maiden in June was a class act in

His Highness The Aga Khan=s Tanaza (Ire) (Dubawi {Ire}), who

went on to beat Alice Springs in the G3 Silver Flash S.

Interestingly dropped a furlong a fortnight later to win by 5 1/2

lengths at that venue, she was re-emerging from a break when

two-lengths second to Ballydoyle in the G2 Debutante S. back at

seven at The Curragh in August, and was therefore expected to

play second fiddle to that stablemate when they met up again over

the same course and distance in the Moyglare three weeks later.

Improving off that comeback effort to switch placings, she was

sent here to tackle the Fillies= Mile and stamped herself as the

firm number one in the pecking order when putting up a sensational

display after Ballydoyle had gone to Longchamp to capture the

G1 Prix Marcel Boussac. The latter=s participation had not been

cemented until some impressive recent work at home, but there

was an overwhelming feeling that despite her solid credentials

Ballydoyle would be chasing Minding=s shadow once again. Cont. p3
                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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G1 QIPCO 1000 Guineas Report Cont.
   Breaking smartly, unlike Ballydoyle, Minding was cool in
between her compatriots Jet Setting (Ire) (Fast Company {Ire})
and Turret Rocks (Ire) (Fastnet Rock {Aus}) as Lumiere (GB)
(Shamardal) cut out the running against the stand=s rail. Striding
past them and to the head of affairs with over two furlongs to
race, she needed only to be pushed out to leave a quality field
behind and give the upcoming Epsom Oaks a distinctly one-sided
feel. 
   AEverything she did as a 2-year-old was very high-class and
she=s purely our own blood--her mum and dad have been
friends with our families for a long time,@ O=Brien said after
completing a 250th success at the top level. AWe know them
intimately, which is a massive help. We know that she handles
more of an ease in the ground than that, so she=s not ground-
dependant and like the Galileos, she doesn=t stop. We will talk
about it, but she has the option of a [G1] Irish 1000 Guineas [at
The Curragh May 22] before the [June 3 G1 Epsom] Oaks. We=ve
always thought that she would stay. Ballydoyle was a bit slowly
away, but came home well and we thought coming here that
Alice Springs might go to France for their Guineas [G1 Poule
d=Essai des Pouliches at Deauville May 15]. We knew she=d
progress from her first run and again from today, while
Ballydoyle could go for the Irish Guineas.@ 
   Bred as much in the purple as the silks she carries, Minding is
the second foal and second black-type winner out of the dual
Group 1-winning Lillie Langtry, who is also a half-sister to the
black-type scorer Count of Limonade (Ire) (Duke of Marmalade
{Ire}). The third dam, Hiwaayati, is a half-sister to the MGSW
sires Great Commotion and Lead On Time, while this is also the
family of the champion Vaguely Noble (Ire). Lillie Langtry (Ire)
has a 2-year-old full-sister to Minding (Ire) named How (Ire) who
was ninth on debut at Naas last week, and an unnamed yearling
filly also by Galileo.

Ryan Moore and Minding | Racing Post

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Sunday, Newmarket, Britain

CHARM SPIRIT AT TWEENHILLS IN 2017 DAHLIA S.-G2, ,90,000,

NEW, 5-1, 4yo/up, f, 9fT, 1:51.06, gd.

1--#@USHERETTE (IRE), 126, f, 4, by Shamardal

1st Dam: Monday Show (SP-Ger), by Maria=s Mon

2nd Dam: La Sylphide (Swi), by Barathea (Ire)

3rd Dam: Vanishing Prairie, by Alysheba

   O-Godolphin SNC; B-Darley (IRE); T-Andre Fabre; J-Mickael

   Barzalona. ,51,039. Lifetime Record: 6-5-0-0, $138,875. Click

   for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree. Werk Nick Rating: D+.

2--Arabian Queen (Ire), 126, f, 4, Dubawi (Ire)--Barshiba (Ire), by

   Barathea (Ire). O-J C Smith; B-Littleton Stud (IRE); T-David

   Elsworth. ,19,350.

3--Amazing Maria (Ire), 126, m, 5, Mastercraftsman (Ire)--

   Messias Da Silva, by Tale of the Cat. O/B-Sir Robert Ogden

   (IRE); T-David O=Meara. ,9,684.

Margins: 1, 4HF, HF. Odds: 5.00, 7.00, 6.00.

Also Ran: Irish Rookie (Ire), Furia Cruzada (Chi), Kyllachy Queen

(Ire), Jazzi Top (GB), Persona Grata (GB), Crystal Zvezda (GB).

Click for the Racing Post result or the free Equineline.com

catalogue-style pedigree. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

   Unbeaten in non-black-type company but only seventh when

pitched high in the G1 Prix Rothschild at Deauville in August,

Usherette overcame some significant home-trained talent here

to secure yet another major British prize for Andre Fabre. Never

a factor but only four lengths adrift of Amazing Maria in the

Rothschild after two wins at Chantilly, the bay was put away for

the year and returned to rebuild her confidence with two

further conditions wins on the Polytrack at Deauville Mar. 8 and

Chantilly Apr. 4. After that latest dismissal of the proven black-

type yardstick Kenouska (Fr) (Kendargent {Fr}) over seven

furlongs, her master trainer=s eye was focused at a track that he

has enjoyed much success at down the years, but her task was a

daunting one, with the likes of Amazing Maria and the 

G1 Juddmonte International S. heroine Arabian Queen providing

a solid bedrock to this renewal. It was the latter who set the

pace that Usherette was content to follow, buried by Mickael

Barzalona against the rail in mid-division, and after Jeff Smith=s

homebred turned the screw approaching the last two furlongs,

the French filly was the only one in behind to move up through

the gears. Belying her inexperience in these type of races by

rolling comfortably down the hill to the furlong pole, she edged

ahead of the long-time leader 100 yards later to assert for an

ultimately cosy success. AIt was a big step up, but she has a

wonderful turn of foot and won very easily,@ Barzalona said.

AThe strong pace helped, but she still travelled a little keenly. I

would have liked to have dropped her out more, but I had no

choice.@

   Fabre is aiming to return to these shores with Usherette due

to a lack of miling opportunities for fillies and mares in his home

country. AI brought her here, as in France we don=t have any races

restricted to the females,@ he explained. AShe=s good and she

works like a top-class filly. We=ll come back for the [G1] Falmouth

[S. at Newmarket=s July meeting July 8] or for the Group 2 [the

June 15 Duke of Cambridge S.] in [Royal] Ascot.@ Cont. p5

Champion sire Galileo provided a 1-2-3 for the Coolmore partners in

the G1 1000 Guineas. He is also the damsire of Saturday=s G1 2000

Guineas winner Galileo Gold | Coolmore
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G2 Dahlia S. Cont.

   AShe has the best weapon as a racehorse, which is

acceleration,@ Fabre continued. AShe has more acceleration than

Esoterique, but the class is the same. She is among the best, this

was only her sixth race and she will improve.@ 

   Arabian Queen=s trainer David Elsworth is looking ahead to

another clash with the colts and said, AThe [G1] Coronation Cup

[at Epsom June 4] is what I=d like to run her in, but that looks like

being a really good race this year with the likes of Roger Varian=s

horse [Postponed]. We won our Group 1, so we might as well

take them on. It is just a case of whether we take in the 

[G2] Middleton S. [at York May 12] before that. This filly will get

a mile and a half. She does run well fresh, she just doesn=t run

well when she=s flat. She is a filly to die for and, as long as she

goes the right way from here, I expect her to improve.@ 

   David O=Meara was pleased with the comeback effort of

Amazing Maria and commented, AWe were happy with her, as

running over nine furlongs was not ideal. We had to start here

or in the [G1] Lockinge [S. at Newbury May 14], and looking at

that field a few of them would have runs under their belts and

we were not keen to go there without a run. We might go to the

Lockinge, if not we will wait for Royal Ascot. We=ll see how she

is.@ 

   As is expected for one in Godolphin=s royal blue from this

stable, Usherette

is one regally-

bred individual.

She is the first

foal and first

black-type winner

for the SP

Monday Show,

the daughter of

the G3 Prix

Penelope scorer

La Sylphide (Swi),

who also produced the dual graded-stakes winner Expansion to

a mating with Maria=s Mon. The next dam, Vanishing Prairie

(Alysheba), a half-sister to the G1SW champion and top

producer Verveine (Lear Fan), is responsible for the G1 Grand

Prix de Paris and G1 Prix Jean Prat-winning sire Vespone (Ire)

(Llandaff) from the family of the further top-level scorers Maid=s

Causeway (Ire) (Giant=s Causeway) and Vallee Enchantee (Ire)

(Peintre Celebre). Monday Show has a 3-year-old full-sister to

the winner, the already-successful Show Day (Ire), and also a 

2-year-old colt named Powderhouse (Ire) by Raven=s Pass and an

unnamed yearling colt by Cape Cross (Ire).

Sunday, Saint-Cloud, France

PRIX GANAY-G1, i300,000, SCD, 5-1, 4yo/up, 10 1/2fT, 2:07.72, gd.

1--&DARIYAN (FR), 128, c, 4, by Shamardal

1st Dam: Daryakana (Fr) (G1SW-HK, GSW & G1SP-Fr,

$1,372,923}, by Selkirk

2nd Dam: Daryaba (Ire), by Night Shift

3rd Dam: Darata (Ire), by Vayrann (Ire)

   O-H H The Aga Khan; B-H H The Aga Khan=s Studs SC (FR);

   T-Alain de Royer-Dupre; J-Christophe Soumillon. i171,420.

   Lifetime Record: G1SP-HK & GSP-UAE, 10-4-3-1, i707,598.

   Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree. Werk Nick

   Rating: A.

2--Silverwave (Fr), 128, c, 4, Silver Frost (Ire)--Miss Bio (Fr), by

   River Mist. (i60,000 RNA Ylg >13 AROCT; i420,000 2yo >14

   ARNOV). O-HSpirit; B-Mlle Marie-Laure Collet, Jean Collet &

   Mme Marylene Collet (Fr); T-Pascal Bary. i68,580.

3--Garlingari (Fr), 128, g, 5, Linngari (Ire)--Garlinote (Fr), by

   Poliglote (GB). O/T-Corine Barande-Barbe; B-Corine

   Barande-Barbe & Mme J-J Massy (FR). i34,290.

Margins: 1 1/4, 3, 1 1/4. Odds: 2.00, 16.90, 4.00.

Also Ran: Wild Chief (Ger), The Corsican (Ire), Sumbal (Ire), Air

Pilot (GB), Siljan=s Saga (Fr), Norse King (Fr), Ming Dynasty (Fr).

Scratched: Gailo Chop (Fr).

Click for the Racing Post result or the free Equineline.com

catalogue-style pedigree. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

   Bred to be special, the G1 Hong Kong Vase heroine

Daryakana=s son, Dariyan, went through 2015 fitting the

typically progressive profile of one of His Highness The Aga

Khan=s elite youngsters entrusted to the safe hands of Alain de

Royer-Dupre. Educated with two conditions wins over 10 and 12

furlongs at this venue last May, the bay ran below expectations

when only fourth as the favourite behind the subsequent 

G1 Grand Prix de Paris winner Erupt (Ire) (Dubawi {Ire}) in the

G3 Prix du Lys over the latter trip at Chantilly in June. Taking the

measure of the G3 Prix de Guiche winner and G1 Prix du Jockey

Club third War Dispatch (War Front) in the G2 Prix Eugene Adam

over 10 furlongs at Maisons-Laffitte the following month, he

met a peer with a touch more class in New Bay (GB) (Dubawi

{Ire}) when runner-up in the G2 Prix Guillaume d=Ornano also at

that trip at Deauville in August. Back up to a mile and a half

when third after a troubled trip in the Dec. 13 G1 Hong Kong

Vase that his dam had conquered six years earlier, the

homebred was sent to Dubai to contest the Mar. 5 G2 Dubai City

of Gold also at that distance, but was no match for Postponed

(Ire) (Dubawi {Ire}) when runner-up to that still-improving King

George hero. Although he would have been hard-pushed to

reverse that form in the G1 Dubai Sheema Classic three weeks

later, Dariyan was nevertheless disappointing when only sixth,

but consequently was found to have an excuse for his below-par

showing. Cont. p6

Usherette | Racing Post
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G1 Prix Ganay Cont.

   Anchored in last early from his wide draw by a confident

Christophe Soumillon, he nipped past several rivals on the inner

at the top of the straight, and after muscling his way out of a

pocket, struck the front passing the 300-metre marker. Pressed

by Silverwave from there as the pair drew clear, he stayed on

strongly to provide de Royer-Dupre and Soumillon with a fifth

edition of this prestigious prize, with that tally representing a

record-equaling one for his trainer. AAfter his first run in Dubai,

which was very good, we had high hopes for the Sheema Classic,

but the horse developed a back problem and did not run his

race,@ his trainer explained. AWe gave him time to come back to

his best and we saw the real Dariyan today. We have always

thought of him as a good horse and he had good runs last year,

especially when second to New

Bay. He likes a flat track and

good ground like this, so will

not run in the G1 Prix d=Ispahan

as he hates the undulations at

Chantilly. Long-term, his race

will probably be the [Aug. 17]

G1 Juddmonte International at

York and we=ll see what

happens in between.@ 

   Dariyan, who was becoming the 17th individual worldwide

Group 1 winner for his sire (and 12th in Europe), is the first foal

out of Daryakana who, along with the Hong Kong Vase, also

captured the G2 Prix de Royallieu. She is one of three black-type

winners produced by the G1 Prix de Diane (French Oaks) and G1

Prix Vermeille heroine Daryaba (Ire) (Night Shift), while the next

dam is the SW & GSP Darata (Ire) (Vayrann). She is a half-sister

to four black-type winners, including the group and stakes-

producing pair Gentle Genius (Aus) (Danehill) and Darlinsha

(Empery). Daryakana also has a 3-year-old colt named Darabad

(Fr), by Dansili (GB), who was placed on his only start this year

so far; a 2-year-old colt named Devamani (Fr) (Dubawi {Ire}) and

an as-yet unnamed yearling filly by Redoute=s Choice (Aus).

Sunday, Saint-Cloud, France

PRIX DU MUGUET-G2, i130,000, SCD, 5-1, 4yo/up, 8fT,

1:36.93, gd.

1--VADAMOS (FR), 127, h, 5, by Monsun (Ger)
1st Dam: Celebre Vadala (Fr) (SW-Fr), by Peintre Celebre

2nd Dam: Vadlamixa (Fr), by Linamix (Fr)

3rd Dam: Vadlava (Fr), by Bikala (Ire)

O-Haras de Saint Pair & John Martin Camilleri; B-Haras de Saint

Pair (FR); T-Andre Fabre; J-Pierre-Charles Boudot; i74,100.

Lifetime Record: GSW-Ger, 14-6-4-0, i205,800. Werk Nick

Rating: A+. Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.

2--Ervedya (Fr), 127, f, 4, Siyouni (Fr)--Elva (Ire), by King=s Best.
O-H H The Aga Khan; B-H H The Aga Khan=s Studs SC (FR);

T-Jean-Claude Rouget. i28,600.

3--Mr. Owen, 123, c, 4, Invincible Spirit (Ire)--Mrs. Lindsay, by

 Theatrical (Ire). ($95,000 RNA Yrl >13 KEESEP). O-Qatar Racing

 Ltd; B-Derry Meeting Farm (KY); T-Francois Rohaut. i13,650.

Margins: 3HF, 1 1/4, HD. Odds: 7.50, 1.40, 9.40.

Also Ran: Siyoushake (Ire), Sovereign Debt (Ire), Leader Writer

(Fr), Incahoots (GB), Menardais (Fr), Maimara (Fr), Stillman (Fr),

Epicuris (GB).

 Click for the Racing Post result or the free Equineline.com

catalogue-style pedigree. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

   Spoken of in glowing terms prior to his first tough assignment

in the G1 Prix Jacques le Marois last summer, Vadamos was

stricken with a virus and therefore missed that engagement, but

bounced back to win Baden-Baden=s G2 Oettingen-Rennen over

a mile in September. Ambitiously tilted at the G1 QIPCO

Champion S. at Ascot the following month, the dark bay

floundered there and faded to be last of the 13 runners, but

connections kept the faith in the homebred, who had been

brought along so steadily by Andre Fabre earlier in his career.

Finishing 1 1/2-lengths second to Solow (GB) (Singspiel {Ire}) in a

mile conditions event on Chantilly=s Polytrack Mar. 3, he took to

Meydan for an audacious attempt at the G1 Dubai World Cup 23

days later, but was not at home on the dirt and trailed in 11th of

the dozen participants. Back in the zone here, he traveled

strongly in a close-up second throughout the early stages and,

when committed by Pierre-Charles Boudot with two furlongs

remaining, powered clear for an impressive career-best. AWe=ve

always believed that

he had a lot of talent

and maybe he didn=t

like the course at

Ascot, or maybe it

was too far a trip for

him,@ Haras de

Saint-Pair=s Andreas

Putsch commented.

AIt seems like a mile

is his best trip and

although he is not entered in the [G1] Queen Anne S. [at Royal

Ascot June 14], we=ll see what happens and make a decision in

time.@ 

   Although soundly beaten on her return, connections of His

Highness The Aga Khan=s G1 Poule d=Essai des Pouliches, 

G1 Coronation S. and G1 Prix du Moulin heroine Ervedya (Fr)

(Siyouni {Fr}) were satisfied with her run after she was left with

a lot of ground to make up on the winner in the straight. 

Cont. p7

Dariyan | Scoop Dyga

Vadamos | Scoop Dyga
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G2 Prix Du Muguet Cont.

   AI am delighted with the way she has run and she will definitely

go straight to the Queen Anne,@ trainer Jean-Claude Rouget

stated.

   Vadamos= dam, Celebre Vadala, is a half-sister to the 

G1 Queen Anne S. and G1 Prix d=Ispahan winner Valixir (Ire)

(Trempolino), as well as to the top producer Vadaza (Fr)

(Zafonic), whose progeny includes the G1 Prix Saint-Alary

heroine Vazira (Fr) (Sea the Stars {Ire}). This is also the family of

the GI Breeders= Cup Mile winner and sire Val Royal (Fr). Still to

come from the dam are a 2-year-old colt named Volfango (Ire)

by Dutch Art (GB) and a yearling colt by Pour Moi (Ire).

Sunday, Munich, Germany

PFERDEWETTEN.DE - BAVARIAN CLASSIC-G3, i55,000, MUN,

5-1, 3yo, 10fT, 2:11.21, gd.

1--ISFAHAN (GER), 128, c, 3, by Lord of England (Ger)

1st Dam: Independent Miss (Ger), by Polar Falcon

2nd Dam: Indiaca (Ger), by Sanglamore

3rd Dam: Indica (Ger), by Athenagoras (Ger)

   (i35,000 Ylg >14 BBAGS). O-Darius Racing; B-Rennstall Wohler

   (GER); T-Andrea Wohler; J-Eduardo Pedroza. i32,000.

   Lifetime Record: 4-2-0-0, i117,300. *1/2 to Incantator (Ger)

   (Areion {Ger}), GSW-Ger. Werk Nick Rating: A. Click for the

   eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.

2--Nacar (Ger), 128, c, 3, Tertullian--Nacella (Ger), by

   Banyumanik (Ire). O/B-Gestut Niederrhein (GER); T-Mario

   Hofer. i12,000.

3--Karajol (Ger), 128, c, 3, Wiener Walzer (Ger)--Karavel (Ger),

   by Monsun (Ger). O/B-Gestut Schlenderhan (GER);

   T-Jean-Pierre Carvalho. i6,000.

Margins: 2, 1 3/4, HF. Odds: 2.20, 23.10, 10.40.

Also Ran: Pagino (Ger), Izzo (Ger), Berghain (Ire), Licinius (Ger),

Weltmeister (Ger).

Click for the Racing Post result or the free Equineline.com

catalogue-style pedigree.

   Successful in the country=s all-important juvenile prize, the G3

Preis des Winterfavoriten over a mile at Cologne in October,

Isfahan was unable to back up the impression he had created on

home soil when sixth in the G1 Criterium de Saint-Cloud the

following month, but came back to fire a shot across the bows

with the G1 Deutsches Derby on the horizon. Restrained early

by Eduardo Pedroza to race behind the leading trio, the chestnut

was delivered wide in the straight and, after overhauling Nacar

at the furlong pole, readily asserted under a hand ride. Isfahan,

who marks the third individual black-type winner for his sire in

the past two days, is a half to the MGSP Il Divo (Ger) (Dashing

Blade {GB}) as well as Incantator. 

   His third dam is the champion mare Indica (Ger), who won six

group races in Germany with the G1 Aral-Pokal heading the list.

The dam has a 2-year-old Soldier Hollow (GB) filly named Izzy

and a 2016 So You Think (NZ) filly named I Think So.

   The first Classic of the British season was

supposed to be blitzed by Air Force Blue (War

Front) but in the end, sooner evoked the two

Spitfires flown over the Rowley Mile at the start

of the afternoon. Certainly it requires no great

leap of the imagination to picture the young

trainer of Galileo Gold (GB) (Paco Boy {Ire}) as a Battle of Britain

pilot. True, it was Frankie Dettori who did the actual steering on

Hugo Palmer's own flying machine, the jockey extending his

personal renaissance by artfully harnessing a strong tailwind.

But if Dettori earned his wings long ago, the G1 QIPCO 2000

Guineas unmistakably took the dashing and supremely assured

Palmer to a new altitude.

   His arrival into the

elite has been a

breathless affair, no

fewer than 90 yearlings

having entered his

Newmarket stables

the winter following

his Group 1

breakthrough with

Covert Love (Ire)

(Azamour {Ire}). But

a still more

adventurous sortie was already underway just 10 days after that

€26,000 filly had won the G1 Irish Oaks, when Palmer saddled

Galileo Gold to win a Group 2 race at Goodwood.

   That was the colt's first start in the colours of Al Shaqab

Racing, having initially changed hands for just €33,000 at

Tattersalls Ireland September Sale. He would have cost rather

more had his dam's half-brother Goldream (GB) (Oasis Dream

{GB}) already graduated from handicaps to win two Group 1

sprints. At the same time, this connection would seem to lower

still further the ceiling of Galileo Gold's stamina potential, his

sire having mustered one or two respectable winners at 10

furlongs--courtesy of mares with staying genes--without

remotely volunteering himself as capable of producing a winner

of the G1 Investec Derby itself.

   Nonetheless, Epsom is evidently under earnest consideration.

In fairness, he will presumably race rather less freely now that

he has got this comeback out of his system. Cont. p8

                                                               

Galileo Gold lands 2000 Guineas | Racing Post

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
https://secure4.werkhorse.com/enicks/displayTDN.asp?isfahan
http://www.racingpost.com/horses/result_home.sd?race_id=650281&r_date=2016-05-01&popup=yes
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/0501isfahan.pdf
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/0501isfahan.pdf
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/monsuns-vadamos-comes-good-in-the-muguet/
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Marcel | Racing Post

Swiss Range | Racing Post

Weekly Wrap Cont.

   And he was still able to find plenty under an attacking ride, his

drift towards the stands rail sooner a matter of loneliness than

fatigue, while it did seem as though he found seven furlongs

round Longchamp a little sharp last autumn. In terms of his

physique--gilded beforehand by an impressive gloss in his coat,

despite the cold spring--he looks built to last beyond a mile

while hardly in a classical Derby mould. Regardless, you can

guarantee that an imminent sequence of Epsom trials, starting

at Chester this week, will yield far more persuasive candidates

strictly in terms of stamina.

Mixed Fortunes Behind the Winner...
   Should Galileo Gold proceed to Epsom, he would leave the

door ajar at a mile for the trainer who saddled Massaat (Ire)

(Teofilo {Ire}) to chase him home at Newmarket. Owen Burrows

is still newer on the scene than Palmer, this colt being only his

10th starter since taking over from the veteran Barry Hills at

Sheikh Hamdan's Kingwood Stables above Lambourn. But

however exasperated that as many as seven of them have now

finished second, Burrows should be proud of his seasoned

judgement in nursing Massaat forward this spring, ultimately

rejecting a proposed trial in favour of a gallop at the Craven

meeting. Burrows is a very different character from the

extrovert Palmer, but his record as a team player with Sir

Michael Stoute and then Hills qualifies him as an ideal type for

his new role. Massaat has the physique and temperament to

keep developing through the season but he is another--his dam

Madany (Ire) (Acclamation {GB}) was very quick--for whom 10

furlongs looks likely to prove the limit.

   Massaat had palpably remained a work in progress when

second to Air Force Blue in the G1 Dewhurst S. last autumn.

Connections of that colt, hot favourite ever since, must find such

cold comfort as they can from the fact that it is better for the

champion juvenile to have

run so unequivocally

below form than to flatten

out just behind the

protagonists. Nor was he

the only one to give

Saturday's race a

perplexing look: the only

rival he managed to beat

was the other Group 1

winner in the field, Marcel (Ire) (Lawman {Fr}), who had looked

outstanding in the paddock. And just in front of them was

Stormy Antarctic (GB) (Stormy Atlantic), likewise a credit to his

trainer beforehand. Perhaps he had simply failed to absorb the

effort he put into that impressive trial just 16 days previously.

   Conversely Ribchester (Ire) (Iffraaj {GB}) effaced the alarming

impression of his own rehearsal, in France, with a fine effort in

third. Another Yorkshire runner, Kentuckyconnection (Include),

ran a remarkable fifth in blinkers and might now be an

interesting project on dirt, while sixth home Zonderland (GB)

(Dutch Art {GB}) is a brawny type that may be worth trying in

sprints.

Minding Relieves Air Force Blue...
   Morale at Ballydoyle was restored in landmark fashion 24

hours later, Aidan O'Brien saddling his 250th Group 1 winner--

and filling the podium--in the G1 QIPCO 1000 Guineas. Minding

(Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) led a 1-2-3 for Coolmore's champion stallion,

unlike her stablemate the previous day resuming seamlessly

where she left off over the same track last autumn. She

harnesses the class of her parents to an eminently obliging

disposition, buoyantly opening up into the dip from a handy

position. And that is just as well, if she is to warrant such short

odds for the Investec Oaks, her dam Lillie Langtry (Ire) (Danehill

Dancer) being a dual Group 1 winner only at a mile.

   Both her sire and damsire have long discouraged dogmatism

about the stamina potential in their genes but the fact is that

Minding won her maiden over six furlongs and some would

argue that the

runner-up, the

portentously named

Ballydoyle (Ire)

(Galileo {Ire}),

shaped as a more

feasible Epsom

prospect in weaving

through from the

rear. The latter's

sister, the Group 1

winner Misty For Me

(Ire), did not seem to get home in the Oaks herself and duly

dropped in trip to beat Midday (GB) (Oasis Dream {GB}) next

time. But she then rounded off her career by storming through

late for a close third in the G1 Filly & Mare Turf at the Breeders'

Cup, so perhaps there were other issues at Epsom.

   Even Song (Ire) (Mastercraftsman {Ire}), a half-sister to Simple

Verse (Ire) (Duke Of Marmalade {Ire}), could yet strengthen the

stable's Oaks hand after coming through traffic for third in the

Listed Tweenhills Pretty Polly S on the same card. The winner

Swiss Range (GB) (Zamindar) had won her maiden on tacky

going at the Craven meeting but was practically raising sparks

off this drying surface as she pounced from the rear, confirming

John Gosden in his view that the sharper test of the G1 Prix de

Diane will play best to her strengths. Cont. p9

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
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Weekly Wrap Cont.

   Gosden had absorbed one or two setbacks over the weekend,

above all Jack Hobbs (GB) (Halling), pulled up after a "wobble"

in the G2 Dunaden at Overbury

Jockey Club S. The G1 Irish Derby

winner has matured into a most

formidable specimen so it must

be hoped that he can put this

scare behind him, albeit it would

have taken something special on

the day

--as Simple Verse discovered, in a

perfectly creditable comeback--

to hold off Exosphere (GB) (Beat Hollow {GB}), who was an

absolute revelation.

   The champion trainer finished the meeting on a high after

Swiss Range's swoop from rear was promptly replicated by

Taqdeer (Ire) (Fast Company {Ire}) under a fine educational ride.

This was only a handicap, but you will see this handsome colt's

flaxen mane flying in far better grade before long.

Usherette Lights the Way...
   The Group 1 success of Dariyan (Fr) (Shamardal) at Saint-Cloud

on Sunday might formally warrant higher billing, but his sire

potentially has a still better prospect in Usherette (Ire)

(Shamardal) who had won the G2 Charm Spirit at Tweenhills

Dahlia S. 20 minutes earlier. Andre Fabre was unreserved in his

endorsement of a filly he had last year fast-tracked to Group 1

level on only her third start. Something evidently went amiss

that day, as she then disappeared, but she has now won all

three starts this time round and Fabre is already rating her

among the best fillies he has trained.

A FASCINATING ENCOUNTER
   Now the proud bearer of a G1 Champion S. title, Fascinating

Rock (Ire) (Fastnet Rock {Aus}) returns to race on home soil in

Monday=s G3 Camelot EBF Mooresbridge S. at The Curragh,

where he will be greeted by >TDN Rising Star= Found (Ire)

(Galileo {Ire}). Coming of age when battling to a 1 1/4-length

victory over that star Ballydoyle filly in the Ascot showpiece,

Newtown Anner Stud Farm=s imposing homebred is at a distinct

disadvantage this time, with Found having enjoyed a recent

sharpener. Last year=s GI Breeders= Cup Turf heroine was third in

the Listed Alleged S. on testing ground over this course and

distance Apr. 3, and is sure to strip fitter on this more suitable

surface as she is geared towards the G1 Tattersalls Gold Cup in

20 days= time. 

   Second in the Alleged, Robert Ng=s Success Days (Ire) (Jeremy)

is up against it here and trainer Ken Condon is thinking of

sidestepping the contest if the forecast rain does not arrive. AWe

had rain last night and there

is more due tonight, so we

declared and will have to see

how much turns up,@ he said.

AWe would love to run, but

we are just hoping more rain

materialises. We would love

to see the word >good=

disappear from the going

description and there is a bit

to go if that is going to be the case. The horse is well--he=s

improved from his first run--but we will have to wait and see.@

Monday, Curragh, Ireland, post time: 4:10 p.m.

CAMELOT EBF MOORESBRIDGE S.-G3, i75,000, 4yo/up, 10fT

PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Hot Sauce (Ire) Peintre Celebre Fallon J J Murphy 126
2 Success Days (Ire) Jeremy Foley Condon 129
3 Found (Ire) Galileo (Ire) Moore A O'Brien 133
4 Altesse (GB) Hernando (Fr) Manning Bolger 126

5 The Steward K Street Cry (Ire) Roche Weld 129
6 Fascinating Rock (Ire) Fastnet Rock (Aus) Smullen Weld 136

Monday, Curragh, Ireland, post time: 3:35 p.m.

CANFORD CLIFFS EBF ATHASI S.-G3, i75,000, 3yo/up, 7fT

PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER WT
1 Miss Elizabeth (Ire) Intense Focus Hayes Lynam 123
2 Molly Dolly (Ire) Exceed and Excel (Aus) Fallon Farrell 135
3 Ainippe (Ire) Captain Rio (GB) Keane Lyons 138
4 Dolce Strega (Ire) Zoffany (Ire) Lee McCreery 123
5 Gussy Goose (Ire) Danehill Dancer (Ire) Lordan Wachman 135
6 Waitaki (Ire) Invincible Spirit (Ire) Smullen Weld 123
7 Steip Amach (Ire) Vocalised Manning Bolger 135

Exosphere and Ryan Moore 

Racing Post

                                                               

Fascinating Rock | Racing Post
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Sunday=s Results:

TWEENHILLS PRETTY POLLY S.-Listed, ,40,000, NEW, 5-1, 3yo,

f, 10fT, 2:05.40, gd.

1--#SWISS RANGE (GB), 126, f, 3, by Zamindar

1st Dam: Spanish Sun (GSW-Eng, $149,384), by El Prado (Ire)

2nd Dam: Shining Bright (GB), by Rainbow Quest

3rd Dam: Bourbon Girl, by Ile de Bourbon

   O-Khalid Abdullah; B-Juddmonte Farms Ltd (GB); T-John

   Gosden; J-Frankie Dettori. ,22,684. Lifetime Record: 3-2-1-0,

   $43,054.

2--Chicadoro (GB), 126, f, 3, Paco Boy (Ire)--Going For Gold (GB),

   by Barathea (Ire). O-James Ortega Bloodstock Ltd. ,8,600.

3--Even Song (Ire), 126, f, 3, Mastercraftsman (Ire)--

   Guantanamera (Ire), by Sadler=s Wells. (i170,000 Wlg >13

   GOFNOV). O-Susan Magnier. ,4,304.

Margins: 3, 2 3/4, 3/4. Odds: 1.50, 16.00, 3.00.

Also Ran: First Victory (Ire), Tiptree (Ire), Peru (GB), Turning the

Table (Ire), Australian Queen (GB), Rayaa (GB).

   After Minding (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}) had seemingly put the Epsom

Oaks out of reach earlier on the card, this performance by Swiss

Range in a race won by Taghrooda (GB) (Sea the Stars {Ire}),

Talent (GB) (New Approach {Ire}) and Ouija Board (GB) (Cape

Cross {Ire}) at least gave some food for thought ahead of the

middle-distance Classics. As a daughter of the G2 Ribblesdale S.

winner Spanish Sun, she has the pedigree for those tests and has

looked a dynamic force since a hood was fitted after her debut

defeat, when 1 1/2-lengths second to Tiptree (Ire) (Duke of

Marmalade {Ire}) over seven furlongs here at the end of

October. Successful by

five lengths over a mile

in the Craven meeting=s

opener last time Apr. 12,

the imposing homebred

was unsurprisingly

unfazed by this rise in

trip and was able to

stamp some authority

on affairs despite having

over-raced for the first half-mile. Held up towards the rear by

Frankie Dettori, who had a task to keep her enthusiasm in check,

the bay was sent up the inner after the rail cut-away with over

two furlongs remaining. Seizing the lead approaching the furlong

marker, she scampered away up the hill to emulate trainer John

Gosden=s last two winners, Taghrooda and Jazzi Top (GB)

(Danehill Dancer {Ire}). 

   While both of those fillies ended up at Epsom, Swiss Range

could be going overseas instead. AShe was very keen early on,

but she showed a great turn of foot when the cut-away came,@

Gosden said. AShe is a nice filly and did it well off no pace, and I

like the way she quickened. She=s a big girl. She will have learnt a

lot mentally and she=s still not fully there in her coat. If anything

I think she is a [G1] Prix de Diane filly, as I think a mile and a half

might just stretch her. We could get another race in, or we could

go for a racecourse gallop. I=m very happy with her and Chantilly

[June 19] is probably the place to go. She=s a scopey filly who is

very willing and is learning.@ 

   Spanish Sun is a full-sister to the Spanish Moon, who took the

G1 Grand Prix de Saint-Cloud and was placed in the G1 Dubai

Sheema Classic and G1 Hong Kong Vase. Her extended family

includes the G2 Grand Prix de Chantilly winner Daring Miss (GB)

(Sadler=s Wells) and she also has a 2-year-old colt by Bated

Breath (GB) named Cool Climate (Ire). Click for the Racing Post

result. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

4th-SAL, ,11,000, Cond, 5-1, 2yo, f, 5fT, 1:03.07, g/s.

STORMY CLOUDS (IRE) (f, 2, Sir Prancealot {Ire})--

Singingintherain {Ire}, by Kyllachy {GB}), who became the first

winner for her freshman sire (by Tamayuz {GB}) when shedding

maiden status at Lingfield last time Apr. 4, was well away from

the outside box to stalk the pace before gaining an outright lead

at halfway. On cruise control thereafter, the 1-3 lock was easily

on top in the closing stages and hit the line an impressive 2 1/4

lengths in advance of the overmatched Fastnet Spin (Ire)

(Fastnet Rock {Aus}). The ,24,000 DNPRM yearling is from the

family of the G1 Queen Elizabeth II S.- winning sire Where or

When (Ire) (Danehill Dancer {Ire}). Lifetime Record: 3-2-1-0,

$16,198. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O-Chris Giles & Richard Webb; B-Tally Ho Stud (IRE); T-R. Hannon.

7th-NEW, ,15,000, Hcp, 5-1, 3yo, 10fT, 2:03.54, gd.

TAQDEER (IRE) (c, 3, Fast Company {Ire}--Brigantia {GB}, by

Pivotal {GB}), who scored in convincing fashion over a mile at

Chelmsford Apr. 16, had been entered in the 2000 Guineas until

the final stage and attracted strong support into 15-8

favouritism in this intriguing closer to the Guineas meeting.

Awkwardly away and left in rear as a consequence, the i42,000

GOFNOV foal and ,140,000 DNPRM yearling raced freely and

had plenty to do approaching the final quarter-mile. Picking up

impressively when given the wake-up call by Paul Hanagan, the

chestnut reeled in Prize Money (GB) (Authorized {Ire}) 100 yards

from the post and asserted for a half-length success from the

well-regarded Godolphin runner-up who was trying to give away

eight pounds to Taqdeer. Cont. p11

                                                           

Swiss Range | Racing Post

                                                               

http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com
http://thoroughbreddailynews.com/progeny-pps/?sire=Mastercraftsman%20(Ire)#tot
http://www.racingpost.com/horses/result_home.sd?race_id=647804&r_date=2016-05-01&popup=yes
http://www.racingpost.com/horses/result_home.sd?race_id=647804&r_date=2016-05-01&popup=yes
http://www.tdn.premiumtv.co.uk/streaming/watch/RacingUKFlashVOD/partnerId_166/videoFileId_15471363/clipId_2594942/index.html
http://www.tdn.premiumtv.co.uk/streaming/watch/RacingUKFlashVOD/partnerId_166/videoFileId_15471222/clipId_2594903/index.html
http://destinationeuroperacing.com/
http://www.thoroughbreddailynews.com/zamindar-filly-diane-bound-after-pretty-polly-rout/
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7th-NEW Cont.

   APaul [Hanagan] thought that was right, so we=ll stick at a mile

and a quarter; I don=t think we=ll go further yet,@ commented the

owner=s racing manager Angus Gold. AHe=s just a big baby, he

planted himself at the start, but it=s only two weeks since he

won his maiden. I was impressed how he came through them in

a relatively short space of time and he won with his ears

pricked. He=s a nice horse going forward, we left him in the

Guineas in case it poured with rain but John always thought he

was a mile-and-a-quarter horse. I=d like to think he might be

something for the Hampton Court [G3 Tercentenary S. at Royal

Ascot June 16]; I think he=s that sort of horse and I think

Godolphin think a fair bit of their horse.@ Taqdeer=s third dam is

the Sword Dancer heroine Anka Germania (Ire), famous not only

for her considerable exploits on the track but also for producing

Deputy Commander. Lifetime Record: 3-2-1-0, $20,784. Video,

sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O-Sheikh Hamdan bin Rashid Al Maktoum; B-Maurice Byrne

(IRE); T-John Gosden.

5th-NEW, ,10,000, Mdn, 5-1, 2yo, 5fT, 1:00.04, gd.

+GLOBAL APPLAUSE (GB) (c, 2, Mayson {GB}--Crown {Ire}, by

Royal Applause {GB}), who was the subject of notable support

into 7-4 favouritism, broke well to race in third on the outside.

Looming on the front end passing the quarter pole, the

60,000gns TATFOA weanling and 78,000gns TATOCT yearling

drifted to the stand=s rail but his momentum was unchecked as

he surged to an authoritative 3 3/4-length success from Hakeem

(Fr) (Wootton Bassett {GB}). The winner becomes the first

winner for his G1 July Cup-winning first-season sire (by

Invincible Spirit {Ire}),

who stands at a fee

of ,5,000 at

Cheveley Park Stud.

AHe has been going

well at home and we

knew he had some

talent, but we didn=t

know how good he

was,@ trainer Ed

Dunlop said. AHe=s a

scopey horse and a Royal Ascot horse and Ryan Moore

suggested we go to Sandown [for the May 26 Listed National S.].

We very rarely have 2-year-old winners first time out, but it is

no surprise that he was backed as we expected him do well.@

The dam emanates from the prolific producer Balabina,

responsible predominantly for the classy duo Bal Harbour (GB)

(Shirley Heights {GB}) and Binary (GB) (Rainbow Quest). 

   The latter is the second dam of the top-level scorers Byword

(GB) (Peintre Celebre) and Proviso (GB) (Dansili {GB}), while the

third dam Peace II is responsible for the G1 Coronation Cup

winner Quiet Fling and can boast the likes of the champion

Wandesta (GB) (Nashwan) as well as Zambezi Sun (GB) (Dansili

{GB}), Continent (GB) (Lake Coniston {Ire}) and Temida (Ire)

(Oratorio {Ire}) amongst her descendants. Crown also has a colt

foal by Toronado (Ire). Lifetime Record: 1-1-0-0, $9,452. Video,

sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O-Dr Johnny Hon; B-R F and S D Knipe (GB); T-Ed Dunlop.

CONDITIONS RESULT:

5th-HAM, ,28,000, 5-1, 3yo, 5f 7yT, 1:00.19, sf.

GLENROWAN ROSE (IRE) (f, 3, Bushranger {Ire}--Choice House,

by Chester House) Lifetime Record: 11-2-2-0, $41,122.

O-Weldspec Glasgow Limited; B-Tipper House Stud (IRE); T-Keith

Dalgleish. *,6,000 Ylg >14 DNSIL; 11,000gns RNA 2yo >15 TA15.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:

+Ebony n Ivory (GB), g, 3, Equiano (Fr)--Ile Deserte (GB), by

   Green Desert. SAL, 5-1, 6fT, 1:15.73. B-Newsells Park Stud

   (GB). *i85,000 Ylg >14 ARAUG.

Short Work (GB), g, 3, Kyllachy (GB)--Agony Aunt (GB), by

   Formidable. SAL, 5-1, 6fT, 1:15.49. B-Downfield Cottage Stud

   (GB). *21,000gns Wlg >13 TATFOA; 26,000gns Ylg >14 TAOCT.

Harbour Law (GB), c, 3, Lawman (Fr)--Abunai (GB), by Pivotal

   (GB). SAL, 5-1, 12fT, 2:37.94. B-Hascombe & Valiant Studs

   (GB). *24,000gns RNA Ylg >14 TATYEA; ,30,000 2yo >15

   GOFLON. **1/2 to Black Blade (GB) (Authorized {Ire}), Ch.

   2-year-old Colt-Hun & Svk.

Monday, Curragh, post time: 3:00 p.m.

POWER EBF TETRARCH S.-Listed, i55,000, 3yo, 7fT

PP HORSE SIRE JOCKEY TRAINER
1 Pacodali (Ire) Paco Boy (Ire) King Murtagh
2 Blue de Vega (Ger) Lope de Vega (Ire) Keane O'Callaghan
3 Collision Course (Ire) Fast Company (Ire) Foley Oliver
4 Awtaad (Ire) Cape Cross (Ire) Hayes K Prendergast
5 Embiran (Ire) Shamardal Smullen Weld
6 Roibeard (Ire) Big Bad Bob (Ire) McNamara Lyons
7 Alphonsus (GB) Invincible Spirit (Ire) McDonogh Oxx
8 Round Two (Ire) Teofilo (Ire) Manning Bolger
All carry 129 pounds bar Blue de Vega, 132.

F i r s t   W i n n e r   f o r   F r e s h m a n  S i r e

Global Applause | Racing Post
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Listed Tetrarch S. Preview Cont.

   Having missed a 2000 Guineas that may have been a missed

opportunity, Blue de Vega returns to action as he is aimed

towards the G1 Irish 2000 Guineas in 19 days= time. Carrying a

three-pound penalty for his impressive success in the seven-

furlong G3 Killavullan S. at Leopardstown in October, he is met

by the unexposed Awtaad, who took apart a course-and-

distance handicap with authority Mar. 20 and is held in high

regard by his trainer Kevin Prendergast, who said, AHe=s in good

form and we are hoping he can put up a good show and then

run in the [Irish] Guineas,@ he said. AWhen he won there, I=m not

so sure it was much of a race but he couldn=t do any more than

what he did. It=s a step-up in class and we were hoping the

ground wasn=t going to change, but we had an awful lot of rain

on Saturday night. However, we=ll let him take his chance.@ Also

in the mix is Godolphin=s Round Two, who comprehensively

beat the subsequent Listed Windsor Castle S. winner and 

G1 Phoenix S. runner-up Washington DC (Ire) (Zoffany {Ire}) in

the Listed Marble Hill S. over five furlongs here in May before

flopping when seventh in the G2 Coventry S. over six at Royal

Ascot when last seen in June.

Sunday=s Result:

7th-SLI, i13,500, Mdn, 5-1, 3yo, 10f 110yT, 2:44.32, hy.

SWORD FIGHTER (IRE) (c, 3, Galileo {Ire}--Tarbela {Ire}, by

Grand Lodge), who was beaten 16 lengths into second by the

subsequent G3 Ballysax S. winner Harzand (Ire) (Sea the Stars

{Ire}) over an extended 10 furlongs at Cork last time Mar. 26,

was sent to the lead from the outset by Donnacha O=Brien.

Asked to extend before the home turn, the 4-5 market leader

responded generously to open up and record a 14-length score.

The dam, who has produced the Listed Chesham S. winner Big

Audio (Ire) (Oratorio {Ire}), is a daughter of the group winner

and G1 Moyglare Stud S. runner-up and G1 Irish 1000 Guineas

third Tarwiya (Ire) (Dominion {GB}). She in turn is the second

dam of the G1 Prix Morny-winning sire Arcano (Ire) as well as

the G1 Prix de l=Abbaye-winning highweight Gilt Edge Girl (GB)

(Monsieur Bond {Ire}) and the G2 Flying Childers S. scorer

Godfrey Street (GB) (Compton Place {GB}). Tarbela has a 

2-year-old full-brother to the winner named North Carolina (Ire).

Lifetime Record: 3-1-1-1, $13,070. Video, sponsored by

Fasig-Tipton.

O-Michael Tabor & Derrick Smith & Mrs John Magnier;

B-Glenvale Stud (IRE); T-Aidan O=Brien.

CONDITIONS RESULT:

4th-SLI, i16,500, 5-1, 3yo, 6f 200yT, 1:41.05, hy.

ORANGEY RED (IRE) (f, 3, Lawman {Fr}--Triple Try {Ire}, by

Sadler=s Wells) Lifetime Record: 7-2-1-1, $26,433. O-Moyglare

Stud Farm; B-Moyglare Stud Farm Ltd (IRE); T-Dermot Weld.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNER:

Erysimum (Ire), f, 3, Arcano (Ire)--Mathool (Ire), by Alhaarth

   (Ire). SLI, 5-1, 6f 200yT, 1:36.11. B-Nesco II (IRE). *i16,000

   RNA Ylg >14 GOFORB.

5.20 Curragh, Mdn, i12,000, 3yo/up, 8fT

ROSE DE PIERRE (IRE) (Dubawi {Ire}) is the first foal to race out

of the high-class stayer Profound Beauty (Ire) (Danehill), who

was second in the G1 Irish St Leger six years ago for Moyglare

Stud and Dermot Weld. Among her rivals is the similarly unraced

Motherland (Ire) (Galileo {Ire}), an Aidan O=Brien-trained son of

the G1 Haydock Sprint Cup heroine Pipalong (Ire) (Pips Pride

{GB}).

Sunday=s Results:

1st-SCD, i25,000, Mdn, 5-1, 3yo, c/g, 8fT, 1:41.40, gd.

GYMKHANA (GB) (c, 3, Equiano {Fr}--Village Fete {GB} {SW-Fr},

by Singspiel {Ire}), a debut runner-up going one mile at Chantilly

last time Apr. 10, was fresh on the lead early before accepting a

tow in second. Cruising back to the front on the bridle with 350

metres to go, the 12-5 joint-favourite came under increased

pressure in the closing stages and was ridden out to hold

Witchcraft (Fr) (Elusive City) by a neck. The winner, who is out of

the Listed Prix de Thiberville winner Village Fete (GB) (Singspiel

{Ire}), is a half to Listed March S. third King=s Fete (GB) (King=s

Best), the 2-year-old colt County Fair (GB) (Nayef) and a yearling

filly by Motivator (GB). His second dam is the G3 Prix Minerve

victress Danefair (GB) (Danehill). Lifetime Record: 2-1-1-0,

i17,500. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O-Khalid Abdullah; B-Juddmonte Farms Ltd (GB); T-David Smaga.

5th-SCD, i25,000, Mdn, 5-1, 3yo, f, 8fT, 1:40.88, gd.

HIGH QUALITY (IRE) (f, 3, Invincible Spirit {Ire}--High

Maintenance {Fr} {GSP-Fr, $115,823}, by Highest Honor {Fr}),

who was a close-up third at Deauville in her juvenile season closer

last time Oct. 19, broke alertly and stalked the pace in second

through the early fractions of this sophomore return. Nudged

along with 500 meters remaining, the 19-5 second choice took a

slender advantage into the final eighth and kept on well to assert by

1 1/2 lengths from Roshanara (Fr) (Sea the Stars {Ire}. Cont. p13

OBSERVATIONS
on today’s European racing scene
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5th-SCD Cont.

   High Quality is a half-sister to MG1SW European highweight

Solow (GB) (Singspiel {Ire}), Hwt. Older Horse-Eur & UAE at 7-

9.5f, MG1SW-Eng, G1SW-Fr & UAE, $6,287,999, and the yearling

filly Lunch Lady (GB) (Shamardal). Lifetime Record: 3-1-1-1,

i21,250. Video, sponsored by Fasig-Tipton.

O/B-Wertheimer & Frere (IRE); T-Andre Fabre.

Sunday=s Results:

GROSSER PREIS VON ROSSMANN-Listed, i25,000, HNO, 5-1,

4yo/up, f/m, 10fT, 2:09.61, g/s.

1--ROYAL SOLITAIRE (IRE), 128, f, 4, Shamardal--Reverie

   Solitaire (Ire) (SW & MGSP-Fr, $125,894), by Nashwan.

   (i160,000 Ylg >13 ARAUG). O-Gestut Ammerland; B-Janus

   Bloodstock Inc & Stilvi Compania Financiera SA (IRE); T-Peter

   Schiergen; J-Daniele Porcu. i14,000. Lifetime record:

   11-6-1-0,i47,200.

2--Bravo Girl (Fr), 128, f, 4, Lord of England (Ger)--Arlekinada

   (GB), by Lycius. O-Stall Lucky Owner. i6,500.

3--Arles (Fr), 128, f, 4, by Monsun (Ger)--Attachee de Presse

   (Ire), by Danehill. O-Dr Christoph Berglar. i3,000.

Margins: 2 1/4, 1 1/4, 1 3/4. Odds: 2.70, 11.40, 5.20.

Also Ran: Icecapada (Ire), Haalan (GB), Rose Rized (Ger), Techno

Queen (Ire), Anna Mia (Ger), Wild Motion (Ger), Salve Estelle

(Ger), Simplon (GB). Click for the Racing Post result.

3rd-HNO, i10,000, Mdn, 5-1, 3yo, f, 9 1/2fT, 2:06.16, g/s.

+QUEEN VIKTORIA (GER), (f, 3, Manduro {Ger}--Queen of

Dance {Ire}, by Sadler=s Wells) was on edge in the stalls and

raced in a handy fourth after the initial exchanges of this debut.

Rowed along to reduce arrears off the home turn, the 91-10

chance moved into second entering the final eighth and kept on

relentlessly under whipless cajoling to comfortably account for

Event Mum (Ger) (Samum {Ger}) by a length. The dark bay is a

half to MSW dual Scandinavian champion Tawoos (Fr) (Rainbow

Quest) and Listed Prix Isonomy runner-up Supercilious (Ire)

(Zafonic). The winner=s dam, a half-sister to the stakes-placed

Star Friend (by Grand Lodge), is a granddaughter of Ispahan (Ire)

(Rusticaro {Fr}), who produced the G1 Prix Lupin scorer

Cloudings (Ire) (Sadler=s Wells). Lifetime record: 1-1-0-0, i6,000.

O/B-Gestut Gorlsdorf (GER); T-Markus Klug.

1st-HNO, i10,000, Mdn, 5-1, 3yo, 8fT, 1:44.69, g/s.

GUIZOT (IRE), (g, 3, Tertullian--Guantana {Ger} {MSW-Ger}, by

Dynaformer) hit the board in Cologne=s Oct. 11 G3 Preis des

Winterfavoriten, but slipped to fifth in at Krefeld last time 

Mar. 20. Tanking to the front after an alert exit here, the 11-10

chalk was stoked up on the home turn and kept on strongly for

one flick of the persuader in the straight to easily hold Zanini

(Ger) (Poseidon Adventure {Ire}) by 1 1/4 lengths. The winner is

a half to Guardini (Fr) (Dalakhani {Ire}), MGSW-Ger & GSW-Fr,

$239,750. His dam, Guantana, is a daughter of the G1 Oaks

d=Italia heroine Guadalupe (Ger) (Monsun {Ger}), who produced

the 2015 G1 Grosser Dallmayr-Preis victor Guiliani (Ire)

(Tertullian) and is an own-sister to the MG1SW champion

Getaway (Ger) (Monsun {Ger}), from the family of the dual 

G1 Ascot Gold Cup hero Royal Rebel (GB) (Robellino). Lifetime

Record: GSP-Ger, 5-1-0-3, i28,350.

O/B-Stall Ullmann (IRE); T-Jean-Pierre Carvalho.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:

Global Storm (Ger), g, 3, Areion (Ger)--Goonda (GB), by

   Darshaan {GB}). LPZ, 5-1, 8fT. B-Gestut Auenquelle

   (GER). *1/2 to Global Dream (Ger) (Seattle Dancer), GSW-Ger,

   $182,481; Global Thrill (GB) (Big Shuffle), GSW-Ger, $154,154;

   and Global Bang (Ger) (Manduro {Ger}), MGSP-Ger, $129,060.

Kenrivash (Fr), f, 3, Kendargent (Fr)--Cayetana=s Raid, by Rahy.

   MUN, 5-1, 7fT, 1:26.77. B-Gerard Samain (FR). *i20,000 Wlg

   >13 ARDEC; i58,000 RNA Ylg >14 BBAGO.

Noble House (Ger), c, 3, Lando (Ger)--Noble Lady (Ger), by

   Sholokhov (Ire). MUN, 5-1, 10fT, 2:11.47. B-Gestut Etzean

   (GER). *i22,000 Ylg >14 BBAGS.

Classic Rock (Fr), c, 3, Tertullian--Classic Queen (Ger), by

   Greinton (GB). HNO, 5-1, 10fT, 2:14.50. B-Werner Kruger (FR).

Sunday=s Results:

PREMIO BOTTICELLI-LISTED, i41,800, CAP, 5-1, 3yo, 10.5fT,

2:11.2, gd/sft.

1--#FREEDOM BEEL, 122, c, 3, by Pour Moi (Ire)

1st Dam: Querida (GB), by Rainbow Quest

2nd Dam: Qirmazi, by Riverman

3rd Dam: Cream N'Crimson, by Vaguely Noble 

   O-Scuderia Effevi; B-Razza Del Velino; T-Alduino & Stefano

   Botti; J-Nicola Pinna; i16,150. Lifetime Record: 3-3-0-0,

   i27,625. *2nd stakes winner for sire (by Montjeu {Ire}).

2--Speed Of Sound (Ity), 122, c, 3, Until Sundown--Strusuna

   (Ire), by Grand Lodge. O-Dioscuri; i7,108.
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Chautauqua (yellow cap) | HKJC photo

3--Vettori Loose (Ire), 122, c, 3, Aussie Rules--Vettori Loose (Ire),

   by Vettori (Ire). O-Scuderia Blueberry; i3,876.

Margins: 1 3/4, NK, 6. Odds: 0.89, 1.68, 4.05.

Also Ran: Time is Precious (Ire), Cantastorie (Ire), Azhor Azhai

(Ity), Lord Schekin (Ity), Suederosu (Ity).

Click for the Hippoweb chart or the Hippoweb video.

PREMIO BEREGUARDO-Listed, i41,800, SRO, 5-1, 4yo, 8fT,

1:39.4, sft.

1--GREG PASS (IRE), 122, c, 4, Raven's Pass--Baranja (GSP-Ity),

   by St Jovite. O-Scuderia Incolinx; B-Azienda Agricola Valdirone

   (Ire); T-Il Cavallo In Testa; J-Dario Vargiu. i16,150. Lifetime

   Record: SW-Ity, 8-5-0-1, i55,318.

2--Dumnonia (Fr), 119, f, 4, Silver Frost (Fr)--Dentelle (Fr), by

   Apeldoorn. O-Jiri Charvat; i7,108.

3--Queenby, 119, f, 4, Ambassador--Quintela (GB), by Giant's

   Causeway. O-J M B O'Connor; i3,876.

Margins: 1 1/4, 3/4, 1. Odds: 2.18, 7.73, 2.03

Also Ran: Tamarind Cove (Ire), Dream Spirit (Ire), Nabucco (Ger),

Rockaroundtheclock (Ire), Clockwinder (Ire).

Click for the Hippoweb chart or the Hippoweb video.

ADDITIONAL MAIDEN WINNERS:

+Porta Nuova (Ire), f, 2, Requinto (Ire)--Samaden (Ire) (SW-Ity),

   by Ad Valorem. SRO, 5-1, Mdn, 2yo, f, 5fT, 1:02.00 B-Le.Gi.

   *1st winner for freshman sire (by Dansili {GB}). **i37,000 Ylg

   '15 ITYSEP.

+Biz Power (Ire), c, 2, Power (GB)--Biz Bar (GB) (SW-Ity), by

   Tobougg (Ire). SRO, 5-1, Mdn, 2yo, c&g, 5fT, 1:02.40. B-Le.Gi.

   *2nd winner for first-season sire (by Oasis Dream {GB}). **1/2

   to Biz The Nurse (Ire) (Oratorio {Ire}), Hwt. 3yo-Ity at 11-14f,

   G1SW-Ity; Misterious Boy (Ire) (Arcano {Ire}), GSW-Ity; and Biz

   Heart (Ire) (Roderic O=Connor {Ire}), Hwt. 2yo Colt-Ity & GSW-

   Ity, $165,260.

A WIZARD FROM OZ
by Alan Carasso

   Hong Kong has been home to countless world-class turf

sprinters in the last decade and a half. Fairy King Prawn (Aus)

(Danehill), the legendary Silent Witness (Aus) (El Moxie), Sacred

Kingdom (Aus) (Encosta de Lago {Aus}), Lucky Nine (Ire) (Dubawi

{Ire}) are but a few. 

   In Sunday=s Chairman=s Sprint Prize--upgraded to Group 1

status and strategically repositioned on the local calendar to fill

a void created by the cancellation of the G1 KrisFlyer

Intenational Sprint in Singapore--Chautauqua (Aus) (Encosta de

Lago {Aus}) was

attempting to become

the first Australian-

based horse to win a

top-level race in Hong

Kong. And it took a little

more than 68

spectacular seconds for

him to join those listed

above as one of the

greatest short-trackers to ever grace the Sha Tin turf.

Sunday, Sha Tin, Hong Kong

CHAIRMAN=S SPRINT PRIZE-G1, HK$10,000,000 (,884,868/

i1,137,489/A$1,692,636/US$1,288,974), 3yo/up, 1200mT,

1:08.69, gd.

1--CHAUTAUQUA (AUS), 126, g, 5, by Encosta de Lago (Aus)

1st Dam: Lovely Jubly (MG1SW-Aus, A$1,468,500),

 by Lion Hunter

2nd Dam: Jaboulet (NZ), by Vice Regal (NZ) 

3rd Dam: Avadell (NZ), by In the Purple (Fr)

   (A$300,000 RNA yrl >12 INGEAS) O-R & C Legh Racing (Mgrs: R

   & Mrs C Legh), G P I Racing (Mgr: G Ingham), Gurners

   Bloodstock  (Mgr: M A Ramsden), G Pulitano, S W Kay, Ms 

   M A Keating, Wright Racing (Mgrs: P & R Wright); B-Woodbury

   Pty Ltd (NSW); T-M, W & J Hawkes; J-Tommy Berry;

   HK$5,700,000. Lifetime Record: MG1SW-Aus, 22-12-6-2,

   HK$41,756,400. *1/2 to London Lolly (Aus)  (Charge Forward

   {Aus}), GSW-Aus, A$185,335. Werk Nick Rating: A+++. *Triple

   Plus*. Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.

2--Lucky Bubbles (Aus), 126, g, 4, Sebring (Aus)--Bubble Below

   (Aus), by Hussonet. (A$90,000 Ylg >13 INGMEL). O-Lucky

   Syndicate; B-Gilgai Farm (Vic); T-Francis Lui; J-Brett Prebble;

   HK$2,200,000.

3--Strathmore (Aus), 126, g, 4, Fastnet Rock (Aus)--Our Egyptian

   Raine (NZ), by Desert Sun (GB). (A$280,000 RNA Ylg >13

   INGEAS). O-Mr & Mrs Iain Bruce; B-Cressfield (NSW); T-Tony

   Millard; J-Neil Callan; HK$1,000,000.

Margins: NK, 1 1/4, 3/4. Odds: 9-5, 16-5, 217-1.

Also Ran: Gold-Fun (Ire), Amazing Kids (NZ), Not Listenin=tome

(Aus), Divine Boy (Aus), Aerovelocity (NZ), Mongolian Saturday,

Thewizardofoz (Aus), Charles the Great (Ire), Super Jockey (NZ),

Peniaphobia (Ire), Buffering (Aus).

Click for the HKJC.com chart, PPs and VIDEO. Click for the free

Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree. Cont. p15

F i r s t   W i n n e r   f o r   F r e s h m a n  S i r e
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Tommy Berry celebrates another feature win in Hong Kong

HKJC photo

G1 Chairman=s Sprint Prize Cont.

   Twice Group 1-placed at home theretofore, it was some 55

weeks ago that Chautauqua broke through at the top level,

carrying Tommy Berry to a narrow success in the T J Smith S. at

The Championships. The popular gray went three-for-four in his

next preparation, including a smashing two-length success in the

G1 Manikato S. at Moonee Valley, and was spelled off a tough

runner-up effort to Delectation (Aus) (Shamardal) in the 

G1 Darley Classic up the Flemington straight in November.

   Chautauqua was penciled in for a trip to Hong Kong for the 

G1 Longines Hong Kong Sprint, but was ruled out when his

trainers felt he was not 100%, and he resumed with a deep-

closing triumph in the G1 Lightning S. at Flemington Feb. 20. He

was giving The Quarterback (Aus) (Street Boss) some 13 pounds

when a close third in the G1 Lexus Newmarket H. Mar. 12 and

was exiting a successful defence of his title in the T J Apr. 2, a

race in which he appeared hopelessly beaten in the straight,

only to power past his stunned rivals. That would be a harbinger

of things to come.

   Re-shod on his off-hind twice prior to the start of the

Chairman=s, Chautauqua was tardily into stride and gave some

fast and classy rivals a bit of a head start. Peniaphobia (Ire)

(Dandy Man {Ire}), the reigning Hong Kong Sprint champ, was

one of the first to show, but he had all sorts of company in the

form of GI Breeders= Cup Turf Sprint hero Mongolian Saturday

(Any Given Saturday) and Buffering (Aus) (Mossman {Aus}), last-

out winner of the G1 Al Quoz Sprint in Dubai, to his inside.

Aerovelocity (NZ) (Pins {Aus}) had no choice but to chime in

from his widest draw and they threw down an opening section

of :23.34, well inside the par time, as Chautauqua found himself

in a double-digit hole rounding the turn. 

   It was Aerovelocity who looked to be doing the best of

anything as they left the home turn behind, as he cruised up to

Peniaphobia, but may have brushed, perhaps costing him both

focus and momentum. Meanwhile, further back in the pack,

Chautauqua had caught up to the field, but was flushed wide

into the lane by Divine Boy (Aus) (Street Cry {Ire}), and it was up

to horse and jockey to pull the rabbit out of the hat one more

time. Strathmore, better than 200-1 on the tote, poked through

three away from the fence to lead with 170m to race, but was

soon overhauled by Lucky Bubbles, the rising star the punting

public had backed into second favoritism. But just as he had

done last time in Sydney, Berry rode Chautauqua with a world of

confidence--out of camera view for a time--and they raced over

the top of the field for another improbable victory. Gold-Fun

(Ire) (Le Vie Dei Colori {GB}) gave another honest account of

himself, while Amazing Kids (NZ) (Falkirk {NZ}) was stalled inside

of Mongolian Saturday at a crucial stage, then flew home to be a

deceptively good fifth.

   AI wasn=t worried that we were so far back given the speed,

but I was concerned that he came off the bit earlier than he

usually does,@ said Berry, adding to his big-race grab in Hong

Kong. ABut he overcame that because he=s a very special horse.

At the 250 [metres], I took a deep breath. I was within striking

distance of the leaders and I didn=t want to be too anxious. I just

let him go through his gears and you saw what he can do,@ he

said. 

   Among those wowed by the winner was Lucky Bubbles=s rider

Brett Prebble.

   AWho brought that rocket here?@ said Prebble of the winner. AI

gave my horse a peach of a ride and one still sailed past him.

Lucky Bubbles ran so well and he=s going to keep getting better

you=d think.@

   Having now won two legs of the Global Sprint Challenge,

Chautauqua and his connections are eligible for a US$1-million

bonus if able to add a third in a different jurisdiction. That could

come as soon as Royal Ascot.

   AWe have to decide UK or home by the morning,@ Michael

Hawkes explained. AIf he does go, he=s booked to fly Wednesday

night and will go straight to Mike de Kock=s Abington Place

[stables] in Newmarket,@ Hawkes said. 

   Lovely Jubly, who Prebble rode to a victory in the 2002 

G1 Sires= Produce S. at Eagle Farm, is the dam of a yearling filly

by More Than Ready named Mulberry Walk (Aus) and was

covered by that Vinery shuttler last November.
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Maurice | HKJC photo

Joao Moreira all smiles after the Mile

| HKJC photo

MAURICE >MILES= BEST IN RETURN
by Alan Carasso

   The Japanese came loaded for bear for the G1 Audemars

Piguet Queen Elizabeth II Cup a week ago, but the likes of Lovely

Day (Jpn) (King Kamehameha {Jpn}) and Nuovo Record (Jpn)

(Heart=s Cry {Jpn}) struggled in the easy underfoot conditions

and were forced to leave

empty-handed. There

was plenty of rain

forecasted for this past

week leading up to

Sunday=s G1 Champions

Mile, but the wet stuff

stayed largely away and

Maurice (Jpn) (Screen

Hero {Jpn}) gained a

modicum of revenge

with a dominating defeat of Hong Kong=s Contentment (Aus)

(Hussonet) and Packing Pins (NZ) (Pins {Aus}) Sunday

afternooon.

Sunday, Sha Tin, Hong Kong

CHAMPIONS MILE-G1, HK$14,000,000 (,1,238,854/

i1,592,119/A$2,371,064/US$1,804,560), 3yo/up, 1600mT,

1:34.08, gd.

1--MAURICE (JPN), 126, h, 5, by Screen Hero (Jpn) 

1st Dam: Mejiro Frances (Jpn), by Carnegie (Ire) 

2nd Dam: Mejiro Monterey (Jpn), by Mogami (Fr) 

3rd Dam: Mejiro Quincey (Jpn), by Fidion (Fr)   

   (-10,500,000 2yo >13 HOKMAY). O-Kazumi Yoshida; B-Togawa  

   Bokujo; T-Noriyuki Hori; J-Joao Moreira; HK$7,980,000.  

   Lifetime Record: Horse of the Year, Ch. Sprinter, Ch. Miler &

   MG1SW-Jpn, 14-9-0-1, HK$42,593,650. Click for the

   eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree. Werk Nick Rating: D+.

2--Contentment (Aus), 126, g, 5, Hussonet--Jemison (Aus), by

   Commands (Aus). O-Benson Lo; B-P J Favretto, T & J Hodgson

   AM, Mr P Rowe, D & P Sinn (NSW); T-John Size; J-Brett

   Prebble; HK$3,080,000.

3--Packing Pins (NZ), 126, g, 5, Pins (Aus)--Splashing Out (NZ),

   by O=Reilly (NZ). (NZ$160,000 Ylg >12 NZBPRE). O-Lee Wan

   Keung & Lee Wong Wai Kuen; B-Waikato Stud 2001 Ltd; 

   T-Ricky Yiu; J-Gerald Mosse; HK$1,400,000.

Margins: 2, 3/4, HF. Odds: 11-10, 39-10, 10-1.

Also Ran: Beauty Only (Ire), Safety Check (Ire), Beauty Flame

(Ire), Gun Pit (Aus), Giant Treasure, Rewarding Hero (GB),

Dundonnell, Secret Weapon (GB), Bow Creek (Ire).

Click for the HKJC.com chart, PPs and VIDEO. Click for the free

Equineline.com catalogue-style pedigree.

   Purchased by Northern Farm for -10.5 million (about

US$98,000) at a 2-year-old in training sale on the island of

Hokkaido in May 2013, Maurice won two of his three starts at

two, but failed to make any material impact during his Classic

season, with a third to the classy Staphanos (Jpn) (Deep Impact

{Jpn}) in a minor Kyoto stakes his sophomore high-water mark.

   It=s been a different story altogether since then. 

   He burst out of the gate to annex his first three outings of

2015, including the G3 Lord Derby Challenge Trophy, before

validating favoritism in the G1 Yasuda Kinen last June. Spelled

thereafter, he resumed with a wide-trip success in Kyoto=s 

G1 Mile Championship S. Nov. 22, then raided Hong Kong for

the first time and took out the G1 Longines Hong Kong Mile,

besting Giant Treasure (Mizzen Mast) and odds-on Able Friend

(Aus) (Shamardal). Maurice was penciled in for a trip to the

desert for the G1 Dubai Turf, a race won by compatriot Real

Steel (Jpn) (Deep Impact {Jpn}), but ultimately passed. Meydan=s

loss was Sha Tin=s gain Sunday.

   A market >drifter= from odds-on into 11-10 as Packing Pins

firmed late, Maurice bounced away cleanly from barrier six and

landed in the one-out, one-back spot, outside of Contentment

and on the back of longshot Rewading Hero (GB) (Exceed and

Excel {Aus}) as Beauty

Flame (Ire)

(Footstepsinthesand {GB})

enjoyed a soft lead.

Positions remained

unchanged up front as they

ran the circle, and just when

it looked like Secret

Weapon (GB) (Choisir {Aus})

might create some havoc

for the favorite and leave

him in a pocket, Joao

Moreira eased Maurice off

the heels of Rewarding

Hero and they traveled

ominously well three wide

at the head of the lane.

Shaken up a furlong and a

half down, Maurice swept up to take the race by the throat, put

daylight on his rivals in a couple of ground-gobbling strides and

glided home the most convincing of winners. His final 400m was

an other-wordly :21.79. Contentment sat a perfect trip and got

through in upper stretch, but was no match for the winner,

while the well-backed Packing Pins stayed on well into third.

Beauty Only (Ire) (Holy Roman Emperor {Ire}) endured a wide trip,

but closed off well to be fourth in advance of Godolphin=s Safety

Check (Ire) (Dubawi {Ire}), who also ran with credit. Cont. p17
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G1 Champion=s Mile Cont.

   AHe was lucky to get such a good position in the race, which

gave me plenty of options to put him out whenever I wanted,@

said the winning rider. AHe gave me so much confidence that he

was going to get there any time that I was going to press the

button. When I gave him the daylight he just started to get going

by himself and showed what he is capable of. He=s a lovely horse

and I think he can step up to a longer distance. I=m very blessed

to have been given an opportunity to ride this horse today.@

   Mejiro Frances is the dam of the maiden 3-year-old colt

Pittsburgh (Jpn) (Danon Chantilly {Jpn}) and foaled a full-brother

to Maurice in 2015. She was most recently bred back to Screen

Hero.

>BLACK= BECOMES GOLD IN TENNO SHO
   Kitasan Black (Jpn) (Black Tide {Jpn}) stamped himself as a

stayer of the highest quality when winning last year=s G1 Kikuka

Sho (Japanese St Leger), and the bay confirmed that status with

a win in Sunday=s G1 Tenno Sho Spring, one of the most

important races in his division on the Japanese calendar.

Breaking sharply from the inside gate, Kitasan Black bounded

straight to the lead under Yutaka Take and held an advantage of

just over a length around the first of three turns and past the

stands for the first time. Maintaining a similar margin and a

moderate tempo down the backstretch, Kitasan Black was full of

run at the top of the lane but had to contend with a game

Curren Mirotic (Jpn) (Heart=s Cry {Jpn}), who headed him in

midstretch. That pair engaged in a head-bobbing battle over the

final 150 metres, with Kitasan Black re-rallying to get his nostril

down on the wire. Cheval Grand (Jpn) (Heart=s Cry {Jpn}), settled

midpack early, followed a clear path up the fence to get up for

third.

Sunday, Kyoto, Japan

TENNO SHO (SPRING)-G1, -291,400,000, Kyoto, 5-1, 4yo/up,

3200mT, 3:15.30, fm.

1--KITASAN BLACK (JPN), 128, c, 4, by Black Tide (Jpn)

1st Dam: Sugar Heart (Jpn), by Sakura Bakushin-Oh (Jpn)

2nd Dam: Otome Gokoro (Jpn), by Judge Angelucci

3rd Dam: Tizly, by Lyphard

   O-Ono Shoji Inc; B-Yanagawa Farm; T-Hisashi Shimizu; J-Yutaka

   Take; -153,780,000. Lifetime Record: 10-6-1-2. *1/2 to

   Shonan Bach (Jpn) (Stay Gold {Jpn}), GSP-Jpn, $624,964. Click

   for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree. Werk Nick Rating:

   A++.

2--Curren Mirotic (Jpn), 128, g, 8, Heart=s Cry (Jpn)--Star Mie, by

   A.P. Indy. O-Takashi Suzuki; B-Northern Farm; -61,080,000.

3--Cheval Grand (Jpn), 128, c, 4, by Heart's Cry (Jpn)--Halwa

   Sweet (Jpn), by Machiavellian. O-Kazuhiro Sasaki; B-Northern

   Farm; -38,540,000.

Margins: NO, 1 1/4, HF. Odds: 3.50, 98.20, 5.40.

Also Ran: Tanta Alegria (Jpn), Toho Jackal (Jpn), Albert (Jpn),

Fata Morgana (Jpn), Fame Game (Jpn), Admire Deus (Jpn), Reve

Mistral (Jpn), Satono Noblesse (Jpn), Gold Actor (Jpn), Twinkle

(Jpn), Phantom Light (Jpn), Sounds of Earth (Jpn), Meiner

Nedalist (Jpn), Yamanin Voielactee (Jpn), Tosen Reve (Jpn).

Click for the Racing Post chart or the free Equineline.com

catalogue-style pedigree. JRA Video.

   AI was intending to settle him in a good position after the

start,@ said Take of Kitasan Black. AHe ran an ideal race--he

responded beautifully. He=s not the type with an enormous

burst of speed, so we made an early bid. It was so close but I=m

glad he never gave up, and stretched the way he did.@

   Kitasan Black did not start as a juvenile, but made up for lost

time when winning his first three outings last year, including the

G2 Fuji TV Sho Spring S. (Japanese 2000 Guineas Trial). He could

manage only third in the G1 Satsuki Sho (Japanese 2000

Guineas) three weeks later, and faltered to finish 14th in the 

G1 Tokyo Yushun

(Japanese Derby) in

May. Given a

customary summer

holiday thereafter,

Kitasan Black

rebounded to take

the G2 Asahi Hai St.

Lite Kinen Sept. 21,

and doubled up in

the Kikuka Sho a

month later. A respectable third against elders in the G1 Arima

Kinen to close out the season Dec. 27, Kitasan Black made a

belated start to his 4-year-old campaign when second in the 

G2 Sankei Osaka Hai over an inadequate 2000 metres Apr. 3. 

MAGNUS FILLY TOPS INGLIS WEANLINGS
   A filly by Magnus (Aus) was the most expensive weanling

traded on the opening day of the Inglis Australian Broodmare

and Weanling Sale Sunday, selling for A$160,000 to Graeme and

Barbara Gathercole who, with their agent Sheamus Mills, outbid

Perth trainer Simon Miller. Cont. p18

                                                               

Kitasan Black | JRA
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Magnus Filly Tops Inglis Weanlings Cont.

   AI love her breeding, I love the way she walked; I knew she was

going to be mine,@ said Barbara Gathercole. AI feel like she will

make a lovely mare one day also. This will be the first horse by

Magnus in the stable, but she had everything we look for.@

   Lot 51 is out of the G2 Stocks S. winner Flowerdrum (Mister

Baileys), who has produced the listed-placed Sang Choi Bao

(Aus) (Bel Esprit {Aus}).

She was consigned by

Berkeley Park Stud, who

certainly had a day to

celebrate, with their 2012

Inglis Easter offering

Chautauqua (Aus)

(Encosta de Lago {Aus})

winning the G1

Chairman=s Sprint Prize in

Hong Kong. Chautauqua was bought back when failing to meet

his A$400,000 reserve.

   AWe=ve done very well, all the horses have gone over their

reserves, some well and truly, and we=re really pleased,@ said

Berkeley Park Stud Manager Neale Bruce. AInspections have

been very busy, and it helps when the horses are the ones that

buyers want.@

   The Magnus filly was part of the Platinum session, which

kicked off the sale and saw 88 of 107 offered sold at a clearance

rate of 82% (compared to 85% last year). With 16 fewer sold

than last year, the gross was down 24.8% to A$3,735,500. The

average dropped 11.2% to A$42,449, and the median was down

19.4% to A$25,000. 

   The select and general weanling sessions that followed later in

the day posted healthy clearance rates of 93% and 86%,

respectively, making the overall clearance rate for the day 85%.

   The highest-priced colt of the day was a son of Choisir (Aus)

bought by Inglis as agent for A$150,000. Lot 37, offered by

Davali Thoroughbreds, was bought as a pinhooking prospect for

next year=s Easter sale.

   AWe=ve sold five out of five of our weanlings,@ said Davali=s

Alison Hush. AIt=s good, competitive buying here and it=s great

for the vendors to have such hot competition. We are delighted

with our results. The Choisir colt in particular was immensely

popular; he had paraded 40 times before lunch time yesterday.@

   Group 1-winning sprinter Sizzling (Aus) (Snitzel {Aus}) and

shuttler Declaration of War (War Front) featured among the

first-season sires at the sale, and each of those recorded strong

results, with youngsters sold for A$145,000 and A$140,000,

respectively. Sizzling stands at Newgate Farm, and that

operation=s principal Henry Field snapped up the Sizzling filly (lot

23) from Rothwell Park, while Ampulla Lodge/Ascot Farm of

New Zealand picked up the Declaration of War colt (lot 62), also

from Rothwell.

   New Zealand=s Waterford Bloodstock was the leading buyer on

day one, with eight weanlings bought for A$380,000, headed by

a filly from the second crop of Pierro (Aus) (lot 71) for

A$130,000. The Coolmore-consigned filly is the second foal out

of the stakes-placed Light Express (Aus) (Fastnet Rock {Aus}).  

   AWe found some really nice weanlings by a nice selection of

new and proven stallions,@ said Waterford Bloodstock=s Mike

Rennie, who revealed the agency=s purchases would be

pinhooked.

   AThe Pierro filly in particular was a really quality filly,@ he said.

AShe=s very athletic and very attractive and she=ll be re-offered

in 2017 along with our other purchases.@ 

   The sale=s focus moves to the broodmares Monday.

INGLIS AUSTRALIAN BROODMARE &

WEANLING SALE--SESSION ONE TOP LOTS

Lot Sex Sire Dam Price (A$)

51 f Magnus (Aus) Flowerdrum 160,000

B-Robert Roulston Bloodstock Pty Ltd

Consigned by Berkeley Park Stud

Purchased by G Gathercole / Sheamus Mills Bloodstock

37 c Choisir (Aus) Couredge (Aus) 150,000

B-Mr. R Heyblok

Consigned by Davali Thoroughbreds

Purchased by Inglis as Agent

Cont. p19

Session-topping Magnus filly | Inglis 

                                                               

Inglis Australian Broodmare & Weanling Sale
Platinum Weanlings

 SESSION TOTALS 2016 2015
 • Catalogued 125 149
 • No. Offered 107 123
 • No. Sold 88 104
 • RNAs 19 19
 • % RNAs 17.8% 15.4%
 • High Price A$160,000 A$230,000
 • Gross A$3,735,500 A$4,970,750
 • Average (% change) A$42,449 (-11.2%) A$47,796
 • Median (% change) A$25,000 (-19.4%) A$31,000
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Inglis Session One Top Lots Cont.

23 f Sizzling (Aus) Big Birdie (Aus) 145,000

B-Rothwell Park

Consigned by Rothwell Park Thoroughbreds

Purchased by Henry Field Bloodstock

62 c Declaration of War In The Limelight (Ire) 140,000

B-Rothwell Park

Consigned by Rothwell Park Thoroughbreds

Purchased by Ampulla Lodge/Ascot Farm

92 f Pierro (Aus) Light Express (Aus) 140,000

B-Orpendale

Consigned by Holbrook Thoroughbreds

Purchased by Inglis as Agent

Saturday, Hipodromo Chile

CLASICO GRAN PREMIO HIPODROMO CHILE-G1, P71,380,177

(US$108,069), 4-30, Hipodromo Chile, 3yo/up, 2200m, 2.17.40,

ft.

1--@&REY DEL ROCK (CHI), 123, c, 3, by Soldier of Fortune (Ire)

1st Dam: Pabette (Chi) (GSP-Chi), by Indy Vidual

2nd Dam: Marshia (Chi), by Memo

3rd Dam: Gentle Approach, by Dixieland Band

   O-Stud Santa Veronica; B-Haras Mocito Guapo; T-Alejandro

   Padovani; J-Rafael Cisternas; P47,115,736. Lifetime:

   P105,804,486. Click for the eNicks report & 5-cross pedigree.

   Werk Nick Rating: A++.

2--Robben (Chi), 123, c, 3, Indy Dancer--Doy La Vida (Chi), by

   Dancing Groom. O-Stud Monin; T-Fernando Solar; 

   P11,779,262.

3--El Distinto (Chi), 134, h, 5, Indy Dancer--Cruise News, by

   Cruise King. O-Stud Cinco Estrellas; B-Haras Santa Amelia;

   T-Oscar Silva; P7,067,033.

Margins: 5HF; 4 3/4, 1 1/4. Odds: 4.50, 2.30, 1.60.

Also Ran: General Cruzado (Chi), Il Rey Ivan (Chi), Rio Azul (Chi),

Salto Del Principe (Chi), Indy Noble (Chi), Dulce De Camote (Chi),

El Veneciano (Chi).

Click for the Racing Post chart or the free Equineline.com

catalogue-style pedigree. Hipodromo Chile video.
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